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In an effort to respond to the needs of New Jersey school
districts, the Office of Program Development of the New Jersey,
State Department of Education funded an E S.E.A. Title RI' pro-
ject entitled Project TAP (Technical Assistance Program). First
year funding (1973-1974) resulted in the publication of two docu-
ments, "Reading Programs that Work. A National Survey" and
"Math Programs that Work. A National Survey,' which were
mailed to every school building in the State of New Jersey.

As with the original publicitions, this second edition contains
descriptions of diagnostic-prescriptive reading programs for
whieh some success has been demonstrated in the classroom as
shown by statistical evidence of significant improvement of -stu-
dent learning. R is the hope of the Office of Program Devel-
opment that teachers and administrators will find this document
useful when making a program selection.

The.reader should take note that the programs chosen to appear
in this directory do not constitute all the diagnostic-prescriptive
mathematics programs available to schools, nor should the read-
er assume thaLail diagnostic-prescriptive 'mathematics programs
were considered for inclusion In order to initially identify pro-
grams, the authors used such comprehensive sources as the.
Eighth Report of the Interhdtional Clearinghousebn Science and

.. Mathematics Curricular Development, Title III and the IVO Pro-
cess (102 nationally validated Title III programs), and Alert: A
Source of Elementary Programs and Projects. In preparation for
the second edition, individuals regarde&as Mathematics experts
were contacted to Critique the directory and to provide further
insight about existing programs and projects that might be con-

; sidered for inclusion In the final analysis, over 50 programs werei 'belly considered for inclusion. The final decision as to which
grams would appear in the directory was based on available
luationdata that indicated that the programs had demonstrat-

eat a positive.impact in the classroom.
,

,
The use of this directory is but one step in a total decision
making,process. A Program Profile matrix proyides the reader
with easy identification of the salient features of individual pro-
grams. The progthm descriptions offer information related to pro-
gram rationale, materials, classroom organization, in-service
training, Cost, evaluation data on student achievement and, where
poSsible, the location of New Jersey school districts using the
program. In addition to the directory, the project staff accumulat-
ed sample materials for each program. These materials have
been disseininated to the N.J. Educational Improvement Centers
Northwest and South.

$

--%-.1,t is suggested that administrators and teachers contact the EIC
,nearest their district if they are interested in previewing
mated* related to, the programs. In some cases, the programs
reviewed in this catalog have been funded as demonstration
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In an effort to respond to the needs of New Jersey school
districts, the Office of Program Development of the New Jersey
State Department of Education funded an E S.E.A. Title III pro-
ject entitled Project TAP (Technical Assistance Program). First
year funding (1973-1974) resulted in the publication of two docu-
ments, "Reading Programs that WOrk. A National Survey- and
"Math Programs that Work_ A National Survey.' which were
mailed to every school building in the State of New Jersey.

"
As with the original publications, this second edition contains
descriptions of diagnostic-prescriptive reading programs for
which some Success has been demonstrated in the classroom as
shown by statistical evidence of significant improvement of stu-
dent learning It is the hope of the Office of Program Devel-
opment that teachers and administrators will find this document
useful when making a program selection

The reader should take note that the programs chosen to appdar
in this directory do not constitute all the diagnostic-prpscnptive
mathematics programs available to schools; nor should the read-
er assume that all diagnostic-prescriplive.mathematics programs
were considered for inclusion In order to initially identify pro-
grams, the authors used such comprehensive sources as the
Eighth Report of the International Clearinghouse on Science and
Mathematics Curricular Development, Title Ill and the IVD Pro-
cess (102 nationally validated Title III programs); and Alert: A
Source of Elementary Programs and. Projects. In preparation for
the second edition, individuals regarded as mathematics experts
were contacted to critique the directory and to provide further
insight about existing programs and projects that might be con-
silered for inclusion. In thefinal analysis, over 50(programs were
initially considered for inclusion The final decision as to which
programs would appear in the directory was based on available
evaluation data that indicated that the programs had demonstrat-
ed a positive impact in the clalsroom.

The use of this directory is but one step in a total decision
making process. A Program Profile matrix provides the reader
with easy identification of the salient features of individual pro-
grams. The program descriptions offer information related to pro-
gram rationale, materials, classroom organization, in-service
training, cost, evaluation data on student achievement and, where
possible, the location of New Jersey school districts using the
program. In addition to the directory, the project staff accumulat-
ed sample materials forpach program. These materials have
been disseminated to the N.J. Educational Impro4ement Centers
Northwest and South.

It is suggested that administrators and teachers Contact the EIC
nearest their district if they are interested in.previewing
materials related to the programs. In some cases, the programs
reviewed in this catalog have been funded as deinonstration

centers .Some of the centers provide technical assistance and
in- service training to schools wishing to adopt the program. in-
formation can be obtained from the programs themselves con-
cerning such services. it is hoped that the combination of using
this directory, previewing sampte materials, and acquiring ap-
propriate technical assistance will result in school districts
implementing programs that best meet the needs of.their
students.

Project TAP 197.3 -1974 Pilots

Duting the 1973-74 academic year. Project TAP coordinated the
pilot implementation of programs included in MATH PROGRAMS
THAT WORK'and READING PROGRAMS THAT WORK in eight
New Jersey school,districts. The purpose of establishing these
pilots was to provide each participating school district with an
opportunity to systematically select, implement, and evaluate a
program in light of particular needs.

After a review of the directories, instructional and administrative
staff in the participating' districts selected a reading or,mathe-
matics program to be implemented in a minimum of three class-
rooms over a five month period beginning during January, 1974
Four of the districts selected elementary mathematics programs,
two selected elementary reading programs, and one selected a
tutorial program involving peer tutoring, One district in need of
a high school mathematics program pilotek for evaluation pur- f
poses; a program_not included in the directory:Control class-
rooms were selected for evaluation purposes and standardized
tests were administered immediately prior to and after five
months of program implementation to determine the compara-
tive-performance of the two groups for all the pilot sites. An
inner city site piloting an elementary reading and Math program
was established in April, 1974 and data for this district will be
colldcted during the 1974-75 academic year.

AL

LiSted below are the participating school districts and their re-
spective coordinators for the pilot implementation:

Chatham Borough - Mr. August Fleck, Principal
School District Milton Avenue School

Fairfield Township
School District

Hampton Township!,
Public Schools

Mr. Sam Herring, Principal
Fairfield Primary School

- Dr. Edwin Oskamp,
Administrative principal,
Marion McKeown School

Lakewood Public Schools - Mrs. Geri Tama, District
Reading Coordinator



.`;
Maywood Public Schools

Newark Public Schools

Pleasantville Public
Schools

St. Michael s Regional
High School. Unioh City

Mr. John Buffington, Principal
Memorial School

- Mrs. Aobbye Lee. Title III
Project Coordinator
Sussex Avenue School

- Mr. John Garrity, Principal
So. Main Street School

- Sr. Therese Alma, Principal

Sparta Township School -
District

Dr. A. Jorgenson, Assistant
Superintendent rd

Staff members at each pilot site received training prior to imple-
mentation and ongoing visitationslolsservations took place to
provide for continuous monitoring and technical assistance by
the TAP coordinators and reading and mathematics consultants.
The purposes of onsite monitoring were to identify any problems
or needs for additional training, obtain data related-to changes
in teacher behavior in relation to planning, classroom organiza-
tion, content embhasis, use of materials, use of time, And the
monitoring of student progress, and to obtain specific data on
how the programs were being implemented in the various pilot
teachers' classrooms. The total monitoring process for the pilot
districts included an initial staff interview, three classroom Obser-
vations, and a final Olt to obtain information on how the staff
viewed the programs after the five month pilot, and what future
plans the district had for the program.

.

Observation data focused upon how students were organized for
program activities, the types and 'range of activities and materials,
the effectiveness of the activities in involving students, and the
skill of the teacher in using various diagnostic-prescriptive
procedures. ,

Prior to piloting, all of the schools had used a single or multi-text
approackwith standard reading or math series. Grouping had
taken place, according to ability levels in the past, but withoyt
specific knowledge of each child's skill level., The. diagnostici-
prescriptive programs' assessment instruments placed children
along a spectrum of skills which wee keyedto specific activi-
ties Initially, many of the teachers had trouble managing the
diagiostic-prescriptive prograrris, but the, difficulties were re-
sOlvbd as teachers became comfortable with new techniques.

Y

Observation data revealed considerable change in teacher be-
havior in regards to planning, classroom organization, utilization
of a wider range of materials, and evaluating student progresS.
Teachers felt that with the knowledge of each child s specific
strengths and needs, planning became much more meaningful.
Classroom organization became more flexible, and shifted ac-
cording to,children's progress, spanning large group instruction,
teacher - conducted small group instruction, small groups of stu-
dents working together'', and students working ,independently.
Teachers used a wider range of materials which, in many cases,
included games, martipulables, simulations, and audio-visual
materials. Evaluation of student progress was greatly aided by
the use of assesstnent instruments. and was characterized by
very specific rather than subjective evaluation.

Pilot-control evaluation data revealed that in 3 Of the districts,
the pilot group showed significantly better academic performance
over the five month period. There were no significant differences
between the two groups in 3 of the districts, and in 2 districts,
the results favored the control group on certain subtests of the
6tandardized instruments which were used. These subtests are
being examined in light of ttle relationship of test items to the
material covered in the pilot and control programs. Interpre-
tabbn of these results must take into consideration the difficul-
ties that teachers and students encountered in acclimating to
new instructional strategies during the middle of a school year.
All of the districts will continue to implement the programs dur-
ing the V974-75 academic year, and Six of the distocts have
diffused the programs to other levels and/or schools in their
districts.
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Mathematics
Programs'
Profile
(Continued)

Record Keeping Materials

Teacher Manual

Students Work
Independently

Students Work In Groups

In-service Suggested

Provisions for
In-service Available

Teacher Aides Suggested

Estimated Per Pupil Cost

National Validation
of the States (I.V.D)

2

(1) $500 to set up Math Center;,$300 per classroom. .(2) Varies for different levels.

,(3) Exclusive of professional salaries, the estimated cost of establishing a center is $5,800.
(4) About120/class.

' (5) The cost of operating the program, including salaries for teachers and aides, Fs abo t $433 per pupil.
(6) Installation cost: $20 per pupil.
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Academic
Advancement
Program

Morristown, New Jersey

Summary

The AAP Math Program is an
alternative to the traditional way
of teaching mathematics and
grouping by ability. It is an indi-
vidualized, performance based
instructional program sequenced
according to a hierarchy of basic
learning skills, and has been de-
signed to accomodate a wide
range of ability levels. Hetero-
genousarouping in the program
provides for socio-economic,
racial arld ethnic integration
withouttoss of cognitive growth.

1.

Nature of the Program

For whom Is the program designed?

The AAP Program is designed for use with students in
grades 4-9.

On what rationale is the program designed?

used are Addison-Wesley-/ndividuali
Algebra: A Modem Approach, Ginn'

Individual differences in learning rates and learning readiness
dictate a need to provide mathematics program'sthat allow for
these differences. The traditional means of meeting individual
needs has been to "track" or "ability group' students and thus
provide a learning level that was closely fitted to student ability.
However, research has shown that ability grouping can cause
a compounding of problems especially for individuals in the
tower tracks The MI! Program is intended as an alternate
methoctto ability grouping that allows for heterogeneous group-
ing without cognitive penalty to participants while ellinating or
minimizing problems encountered with tracking. A wide range
of learning materials is employed to provide for both in-depth
and linear achievement in the learning of mathematics.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The objectives of the program are. to increase the average
learning rate in mathematics for at least 60% of the participants
by at least 25% and to show that increases in average learning
rate can be achieved with students of diverse ability learning
in heterogeneous groups (Cognitive growth is not adversely
affected by heterogenous grouping with individualization.) An
additional objective is to effect a positive change in student
attitude toward school and in student attitude toward the learn-
ing of mathematics.

Organization and Materials

How is the progriun organized?

Instruction is organized into 86 units beginning.with basic
addition and continuing through Algebra I. Parallel series of
commercially published mathematics programs are fitted to-
gether to form a spiraling series of instructional units and
several options are available for completing work in each unit.
The option is selected by the teacher based on a pre-test score
for the unit A student may bypass a unit entirely, do in-depth
work, or be assigned a number of problems. 'Students can
move from one Set of materials to another on one skill level,
moving horizontally and/or Vertically, anti experiencing some
topics in greater depth than others. A supplemental homework
system has also been devised. Major commercial publishers

_ 17

and LaidlawSpectrum Mathematics

What are the specific objectives of ti

The specific objectives of the AAP
vide a means for mastery learning of
addition through Algebra I. The obje
dependent upon his/her individual al
cal readiness.

How much student time is devoted

Students spend from 40 to 60 minut
ing on grade level and need. Those
assistance or enrichment devote gre
addition, each student is expected tc
additional minutes per week outside

What mated Is are provided for stud

For each o the 86 units, a student i
pre-test followed by the instructiona
depth of investigation in each unit is
scores and teacher judgement of the
ual. Students are also provided with
pre and post tests.

What materials are provided for the

The teacher is provided with correcti
uals for all materials. In addition, the
with a staff-constructed record card f
maintain a continuous progress recoj
student and parent questionnaires a

Classroom Activities

How are classes organized?

Classroom grouping is based on a se
vides for racial, sex, and socio -econc
room. If it is found that personality cc
learning, a student may be easily tray
without embarrassment or loss of ac

How are the materials Used?

Each AAP student begins with the fi
If the student scores 90 or above, m
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Nature oftl Program

For whom is the program designed?

The AAP Program is desigried for use with students in
grades 4-9

On what refloat° is the program designed?

Individual differences in learning rates and learning readiness
dictate a need tb provide mathematics programs that allow for.
these differences. The traditional means of meeting individual
needs has been to "track" or "ability group" students and thus
ptovide a learning level that was closely fitted to student ability.
However, research has shown that ability grouping can cause
a compounding of problems especially for individuals in the
lower tracks The AAP Program is intended as an alternate
method to ability groupinglhat allows for heterogeneous group-
ing without cognitive penalty to participants while eliminating or
minimizing problems encountered with tracking. A wide range
of learning materials is employed to provide for both in-depth
and linear achievement in the learning of mathematics.

What are the general goals andObjectives of the program?

The objectives of the program are' to increase the average ,
learning rate in mathematics for at least 60% of the participants
by at least 25% and to show that increases in average learning
rate can-be achieved with students of diverse ability learning
in heterogeneous groups. (Cognitive growth is not adversely
affebted by heterogenous grouping with individualization.) An
addition& objectiVe is to effect a positive change in student
attitude toward school and in student attitude toward the learn-
ing of mathematics.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

Instructiotiiis organized into 86 units beginning with basic .

addition and continuing through Algebra I. Parallel series of
commercially published mathematics programs are fitted to-
%ether to form a spiraling series of instructional units and
several options are available for completing work in each unit
The option is selected by the teacher based on a pre-test score
for the unit. A student may bypass a unit entirely, do in-depth
work,'or be assigned a number of problems. Students cad
move from one set of materials to another on one skill level,
moving horizontally and/or vertically, and experiencing some
topics in greater depth than others. A supplemental homework
system has also been devised. Major commercial publishers

17

used are Addison-Wesley-Individualized Mathematics and
Algebra: A Modem Approach, GinnEssentials of Mathematics,
and LaidlawSpectrum Mathematics Series.

What are the specific objectives of the program?

The specific objectives of the AAP Math Program are to pro-
vide a means for mastery learning of mathematics from basic
addition through Algebra 1. The objectives for each student are
dependent upon his/her individual ability level and mathemati-
cal readiness.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Students spend from 40 to 60 minutes per day in class depend-
ing on grade level and need. These students wishing additional

vssistance or enrichment devote greater amounts of time. In
addition, each student is expected to devote approximately 75
additional minutes per week outside of class.

What;matkrials are provided for students?

For each of the 86 units, a student is presented first with a unit
pre-test followed by the instructional unit and a post-test. The
depth of investigation in each unit is determined by pre-test
scores and teacher judgement of the best option for the individ-
ual Students are also provided with homework packages, and
pre and post tests.

What materials are provided for the teacher?

The teacher is provided with correction keys and teacher man-
uals for all materials. In addition, the teacher is also provided..
with a staff constructed record card for each student in order to
maintain a continuous arogress record. Standardized tests, and
student and parent questionnaires are also provided.

Classroom Activities
,

How are,classes organized?

Classroom grouping is based on a selection process that pro-
vides for racial, sex, and socio-economic balance in the class-
room If it is found that personality conflicts interfe with
learning, a student may be silytransferred to a other section
without embarrassment or s-of academic pro ess.

How are the materials used?

Each AAP student begins with the first unit by taking* pre-test
if the student scores 90 ocabove, mastery has beer0,dernonstrat-

of-
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ed. The student then moves on to the next unit. If the student
spores less than 90 but aboVe 70, the student is assigned work...
on those portions of the unit where deficiency has been dis-
covered. If the student has scored less than a 7Q, the student
has demonstrated a need for intensive instruction and works
through all materials in that unit. The student upon completion
of the assigned materials must demonstrate mastery of the
materials in the unit on a post-test (generally a score of 90 or
better - but teacher discretion must be used in individual cases)
in order to move ahead. Supplementary work may be necessary.
In addition, an individualized homework program is provided to
supplement basic skills instruction. These matenals are de-
signed to improve computational speed and accuracy and also
give real life application for newly mastered skills in the form
of verbal problems. The format for assignment of work is similar
to that used in the basic course of study.

Are teacher aides used?

Teacher aides are a concomitant of th= program. Although a
portion of the cost can be absorbed by i creased class size,
two adults are required to maintain efficie t classroom
operations.

How is student progress assessed?

Student progress is Measured by performance on nit post-
tests and on the number of units completed. Each udent is
judged based on his/her past performance in mathe atics and
on his/her entry level into the program.

Implementation Requirements and Provisio s

Are special-twilit* needed or suggested?

No.

Is In-service training needed or suggested?

Best results are Aobtai d if the teacher can spend at least one
week in a classroom here the program is operating. Although
this is riot strictly ne sary, it does tend to Make transition to
individualized instruct) easier.

What provision Is. made for special training of3eacbers?

Informal summer workshops are provided for new teachers
during which time they assist in the assembly of program
materials and records. Where possible, participation in an op-
erating cldsbroorn is suggested.

What provishin is made for training of teacher aides?

None.

What Is the cost of Implementing the program?

Start-up costs for another district replicating the AAP math-
ematics program would primarily involve staff training, and the
acquisition and-storage of teaching materials. Initial acquisition
of learning materials (consumable) would cost apprdximately
S9 per student for year one and dropping about 10% per year
thereafter. Storage facilities, a very necessary part of the pro -
gram,, should cost no more than $200 per classroom

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

AAP was developed under the auspices of ESEA Title Ill and
the Morris School District. The program was developed by
local district staff to meet the needs of a newly merged school
district with wide variations in student ability and preparation.

What Is the status of the program?

Final rewriting of the program is to be completeayJanuary,
1975. Materials for dissemination are to be available at a later
date.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

The Stanford Achievement Test: intetrnediate Level II, 1964
Editibns, form X and Y were used to measure cognitive achieve-
ment. A total score was determined by averaging the grade
level scores for the fallowing .three subjects: Arithmetic Com-
putation, Arithmetic Concepts, and Arithmetic Applications. The
pre-test was used as a baseline to establish an average learn-
ing rate by dividing the grade -level score by the, number of
months of,School instruction beyond Kindergarten. An expected
score for post-test time was calculated by increasing the "avet
age learning rate by 25%. The affective evaluation was base4
on parent qUestionnaire data and dealt with the parents' per-
ceptions of students attitudes towards school.

What were the Indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

The percent of students exceeding the expected cognitive goal
of an increase in average learning rate by 25% was 67% in the
first year (project goal was that at least 80% would increase
their learning rate), The compounding effedGmay be difficult
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to sustain for students who remain in the program. Although
any measurement in the affective domain is necessarily subjec-
tive, over 85% of the parents reported that their children enjoy-
ed school more or much mote.

Useful Information

Where can information abdut the program be obtained?

Joseph H. Dempsey, Program Director

Acadeinic Advancement Program
Morris School District
Morristown, New Jersey 07960
Tel 201-539-8400

What school districts in New Jersey are familiar with the
program?

Morris School District

References

Lachat, M.A 'Academic Advancement Program Validation
Team Report", May, 1974.
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Bilingual Continuous
Progress
Mathematics

Developed by Southwest
Educational Development
Laboratory

Sdnmary

Bilingual Continuois,Progress
Mathematics (BCIM) is a pro-
gram atthe developmental level
which provides a complete first'
year of basic mathematics in-
struction in an aural- visual mode.
It, is designed so that any child,
even dtransfer pupil, can begin
mathematics instruction when-

, ever he or she enters the first
-grade. The basic part of the pro-
gram consists of 93 objectiyes,
arranged into mathematical areas
at two levels of difficulty The ob-
jectives are organized into 14
mathematical areaes each of which
has specific skills that children
must master before moving on to
the next area. All areas consist
of a diagnostic tept games, in-
structional cassette tapes with
accompanying work booklets,
and mastery tests. The cost for
installing the program is approx-
imately $500 for setting up a '
math center, plus $300 per class-
rot5m for consumables (work
'booklets).
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

This first grade level program is especially designed for the
Spanish-speaking child who does not 'read or understand
English, but is also appropriate for the child who reads and
speaks Egglisht

On whit rationale is the program designed?

The basis of the So thwest Educational Development
Laboratory's first eff its in mathematics was the Individually
Prescribed Program eveloped by Research for Better Schools
and published by Appleton- Century- Crafts. Testing the IPI
program with migrant exicaii American pupils showed that the
first grade component of the IPI math'program did not work with
the, target population. It was decided to begin preliminary plan-
ning ,and development activities for an alternative mathematics
prograrrthat would work with first grade Spanish-speaking
Mexican American children in the Southwest. Each pupil s
program was to be determined by results of diagnostic tests
administered before such mathematics areas as numeration,
addition/subtraction, and fractions, Program goals were to be
accomplished through the use of varied, bilingual instructional
rredia, and effective staff training.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The four basic goals of the program are. (1) to allow all students
in first grade to participate in mathematics instruction before _
learning to read, (2) to facilitate the participation of non-English
speaking students in'a program of mathematics before they at-
tain a working vocabulary in English, (3) to develop in each child
the mathematical competency he is capable of attaining, and (4)
to prepare the child for a grade two mathematics program.

Organization and Materials

How is the progradt organized?

The program, which uses an aural-visual mode, is based on 93-
objectives arranged Into mathematical areas at two levels of dif-
ficulty. Each area has sp'epific skills that children must master
before moving on to the next area. Each area-consists of a
diagnostic test, games, instructional cassette tapes with accom-
panying work booklets, and mastery tests. Meetiniindividual
needs is assured through the use of diagnostic to s, in-
dividualized assignments, varied instructional approaches, and
a choice between two languages of InstructionEngji*
Spanish. ;
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What specific objectives are involved?

Objectives'are organized intope followi
Readiness, Number, Numerallon/Place
traction. Multiplication, Division, Fractio
Systems of Measurement, Geometry, a
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Nature of the Program

For whom is-the program designed?

This first grade level program is especially designed for the
Spanish-speaking child Who does not read or understand
English, but is also appropriate for the child who reads and

I speaks English.

l'On what rationale is the program designed?

The basis of the Southwest Educational Development
Laboratory's first efforts in mathematics was the Individually
Prescribed Program developed by Research for Better Schools
and published by Appleton - Century- Crafts. Testing the IPI

I

program with migrant Mexican American pupils showed that the
first grade component of the IPI math program did not work with
the target population: It was decided to begin preliminary plan-

t- ning and development activities for an alternative mathematics
program that would work with first grade Spanish-speaking
Mexican American children in the South West. Each pupil's
program was to be determined by results of diagnostic tests
/administered beffire Such mathematics areas as numeration,
addition/subtraction, and fractions. Program goals were to be
accomplished through the use of varied, bilingual instructional
media, and effective staff training.

What-are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The four basic goals of the program are: (1) to allow all students
in first grade to participate in mathematics-instruction before
learning to read; (2) to facilitate the participation of non-English
speaking students in a program of mathematics before they at-s

stain a working vocabulary in English; (3) to develop in each child
the mathematical competency he is capable of attaining; and (4)
to prepare the child for a grade two mathematics program,

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The program, which uses an aural-visual mode, is based on 93'
objectives arranged into mathematical areas at two levels of dif-
ficulty. Each area has specific skills that children must master
before moving on to the next area. Each area consists of a
diagnostic test, games, instructional cassette tapes with accom-
panying work booklets, and mastery tests. Meeting, individual
needs is assured through the use of diagnostic tests, in-
dividualized assignments, varied instructional approaches, and
a aoice between two languages of instructionEnglish or
SpanISh.

21

What specific objectives are involved?

Objectivevare organized into the following mathematical areas:1
Readiness, Number, Numeration/Place Value, Addition/Sub-
traction, MultiplicatioTh Division, Fractions, Money, Time,
Systems of Measurement, Geometry, and Applications.

How much student time is devoted to the progrinn?,,

To achieve individualization, the teacher coordinates andig tdes
the proper use of the materials in an atmosphere where children
are permitted to work at various tasks, at the pace best Suited to
each child. Proper class management depends on complete
grouping flexibility.

What materials are provided for,the student?

The children use prerecorded cassette audio tapes and
workbooks. A manipulative activity introdiices each concept
Then, each objective is presented in a workbook, with instruc-
tions for the child given in either Spanish or English on an
accompanying cassette audio tape.

What materials are provided for the teacher?

A teacher's manual includes suggestions for classroom
management, a glossary of Bilingual Continuous Progress
Mathematics terminology, and a Prescription Chart which se-
quentially lists the minimal assignments for each lesson. Also
provided are diagnostic and mastery tests and answer keys A
Matt) Aotivities Manual contains instructions for constructing the
manipulative devices used in the activities,

How open is the program to supplementary and
teacher-made materials?

To introduce concepts, a set of 24 games has been de&ised.
The games are simple to construct, and instructions for
preparing them are included in a tegcher's manual Through
the games, children can actually see and manipulate as they are
learning. The games can also serve as an enrichment activity
Teachers may supplement these games with those of their own
making.

What student ,ssessment materials are provided
or suggested/

'6.
A diagnostic instrument is administered to each pupil before
he undertakes each spree of work. Based on Hip child's
diagnosis, the teacher records needed skill asst ments in the
Assignment Chart. When the pupil masters an area, the date is
entered in the appropriate Flock on his Achievement Profile
Sheet which provides a record of his pace and achievement.
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Mastery. test k are available for pupil demonstration of each con-
tent objecti4. . _

Classroom Activities ..
How are classes organized?

The program is designed to allow a child to begin mathematics
insfruction at whatever time of year he or she enters first grade.
The child can enter the program without interfering with the
progress di the rest of the class or feeling pressured in catching
up." Close contact between the teacher and the child is
important to the success of the program. The teacher must
closely monitor each child's progress and, on the basis of
assessment and mastery data, assign the next day s activities.
Children may work in small groups, independently, with a peer
tutor, or with the teacher or aide.

How are materials used?

4The program begins with a series of basic preparation lessons
called Readiness. These lessons familiarize the child with the
program s aural-visual method of instruction by acquainting him
with the cassette playback equipment employed, and by
providing activities to sharpen iistening and observation skills.
individualization is achieved through the use of diagnostic tests,
individual assignments, instructional cassette tapes with cor-
responding work booklets, and eastery tests.

Are teacher aides used?

It seems advisable to have a teaching assistant or Ate who can
be responsible for recording clerical data, tutoring, and helping
in the distribution of materials and equipment.

How is student progress assessed?

The system of diagnosis allows children to enter the program at
their own level and progress at their own pace, fillingin gaps in
their iearning and avoiding repetition. Skill checks at the end of
each work booklet measure the pupil's progress. If theobjective
is not reached, supplementary work is prescribed. This may be
in the form 9f a game, tutoring, and/or additional pages includ-
ed in the work booklet. Children are assigned to work with the
kind of instration and with materials that will be of most help to
them individually. The pupil is given a Measure for Mastery
which tests his ability to apply the knowledge learned in each
area. The Achievement Profile sheet provides a record of his,
pace and achievement.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities leeded iir-suggested?

An effective way to avoid costly duplication of equipment is to
confine all BCPM'instruction to a math center, which may be a
room-or a smaller area, that has space for work sfhtions and for
storage of all materials. The physical arrangement and equip-
ment of the math center is an important consideration for the
success of this program. The plan should allow separate areas
for independent work, cassette work, tutoring and games.

Is special equipment needed?

The following equipment and furniture are needed for the math
center:

1. Playback units (cassette players)six playback units are
recommended for each math center. It is best if these units are
not designed to record and erase tapes.
2. Listening barsa center should have at least two listening
bars. Each bar should contain enough outlets to allow up to five
children to listen to the same tape simultaneously.
3. Headphonesbecause no more than 10 children and the
teacher will work with cassettes at any one time, eleven
headphones are recommended. The headphones should cover
t'he ears completely to eliminate classroom noises.
4- Storage spaceprovision must be made for storing instruc-
banal materials, games and supplies used, in tha program.
5. Visual dividers (optional)--The center should be provided with
partitions or dividers of some type to insure proper testing.
6. Extension cordsseveral heavy-duty extension cords may be
required to operate the playback uritts.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

Staff development is built info Ifte-program through a teacher's
manual which includes suggestions for classroom management,
a plan for organization, instructions for the construction and
playing of games, and an Assignment Chart which includes a
sequential listing of minimal assignments for each lesson.

What provisions ark-made for special training of teachers?

The SouthWest Educational Development Laboratory has
provided the following services to area school districts. 1. staff
development activities to acqdaint participating teachers with
the instructional materials and their implementation, and, 2.
evaluation instruments and activities to assess staff develop
ment success, program effectiveness, user satisfaction, and,
program modification needs.
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What provision is made for training of teacher aides?

None.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

The cost for installing the program is approximately $500 for
Setting up a math center, plus $300 per classroom for con-
sumables (work booklets). The math center includes six
playback units, two listening centers, one set of cassettes, and a
staff development mantle!.

Program Development and Status

HOw was the program developed?

Product development began February 1, 1971, under the direc-
tion of Walter Stenning of the Southwest Educational Develop-
ment Laboratory. The Texas Education Agency was the source
of, funding. Until product development ended August 31, 1973,
The Texas Education Agency, through its funds to the Texas
Migrant Edueati4nal Development Center, continued to provide
full financial supportetb the program.

Soccoro Lujan, Program Coordinator, and Mary Elizabeth Mejia,
writer, directed development activitiess. Games for the project
were designed by Jose Lopez. Other members of the SEDL staff,
as well as outside consultants, assisted reviewing the materials
and making recommendations for revision. School distriCts in
Texas provided experimental school settings for field testing
and formative evaluation.

.What is the status of the prestnt program?

The system is considered tte complete and usable.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

Eva Illation data were collected from five of the eight project
classrooms in which BCPM was implemented 'And two %om-
parison classrooms with pupils of similar age and ethnic
characteristits where the IPI Mathematics program was being
used. The project population was composed of 70 pupils and
the comparison popUlatiol of 32 pupils. The Cooperative
Primary Mathematics TesNpublication of ETS, was ad-
ministered pre and post to both project and comparison classes.

What ere thajdicated strengths and weaknessgs of the
program?
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Analysis of variance between pre-test and post-test performance
of the project group indicated that the pupils in the program
made statistically significant gains. Results from an analysis of
covariance in comparing raw score gains of the project and
comparison groups indicated that the project group made
significantly greater gains on the test than did the comparison
group.

The mean percentage of pupils showing mastery for eight of the
curriculum content areas was 79% at the first skill check, n
most cases, the remaining pupils mastered the objective by the
second skill check.

Based on a 60% return of field test data from teachers and aides
100% positive response was indicated toward staff orientation.
The least positive response was directed toward the curriculum
materials (67% positive, 10% negative, and 23% no opinion).
The mean percentage of responses was high (84% positive re-
action) while the overall mean negative reaction to the six pro--
gram features was only 4.5%. All respondentS indicated that they
would like to teach the program again next year.

The program is especially designed for the Spanish-speaking
child, although it may also be used with English speakers. This
represents a strength in overcoming the traditional lag ex-
perienced by such children in mastering mathematics. The
children in the program experienced little difficulty moving into
traditional second grade mathematics programs.

, ,.

Useful Information
--

Where can the program be obtained?

Director, field. Relations and Dissemination
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
Austin, Tx. 78701

What school districts in New Jersey are familiar with the
program?

,None

'References

Lujip. Socorro, and M E Mejia, Teachers Manual, Bilingual
Continuous Progress Mathematics. Austin. Southwest
Educational Development Corporation, 1973.
Staff of the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory,
Printed resumes of program.

::.

Texas Migrant EducationSenter. Annual Report of TMEDC
(Chapter 5), Texas Education Agency, 1973
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Conceptually
Oriented
Mathematics
Program

Columbia Public Schools
Columbia, Missouri

Summary

.The Conceptually Oriented
Mathematics Program (CO
developed under an
ill grant, is a man. e -ment pro-
gram that is diagnostic and pre-
scriptive. Comprehensively de-
signed to meet indivilual needs
through small group ffistruction,
it provides for continuous prog-
ress from first grade mathe-
matics until the student is enter-
ing an algebra class. Student
test results are used to deter-
mine strengths and weaknesses
for grouping purposes. Program
materials support the role of the
classroom teacher as a manager
rather than a lecturerNaterials
include Teacher Guide Books,
Placement Test Post-Tests, Indi-
vidual Profile Sheets, and refer-
ences-to commercially produced
textbooks. The cost per pupil is
estimated at $8.50 which in-
cludes the cost of providing one
commercial textbook for every
three students.

Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?
--

This continuous progress program is designed for all students in
grades one through eight.

On what rationale is the program designed?, :',""

The program developed out of a recognition that the instruc-
tional strategies which characterize traditional' subject- centered
appr aches fail to reflect individual differences in children,and
tent o encourage fitting students to textbook molds.

e Conceptually Oriented Mathematics Program was
developed to assist elementary teachers in diagnosing
children's needs in terms of mathematics concepts, and
prescribing appropriate activities for agiven level of competen-
cy. By providing teachers with tools for diagnosis and prescrip-
tion, the developers of the program hoped to overcome
teacher's tendencies to consecutively follow, textbook pages
while Using an identical program for all children in a class.
COMP, by its design, provides diagnostic and prescriptive tools
for the teacher, and allows for a considerable range of student
competency and achievement.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The objectives of COMP are to allow teachers to work with
Students on an individual basis, and to help students achieve
mastery of the mathematics skills customarily introduced in
grades 1-8 according toe sequence which reflects individual
competency and achievement. The program is broken down
into ten broad concept areas which are developed vertically
through twenty-five levels of complexity. Predetermined.se-
quences at each level individualize the learning of mathematics
skills for students, and allow them to.master the skills at their
own rate.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

A Scope and Sequence Chart is the visual organization of
COMP into ten broad concept areas. These areas are developed .

vertically through twenty-five levels of,complenty which have
been broken down into two or more steps. The inclusion of a
step Z in levels 10 - 25 provides for horizontal enrichriient. A
complete lesson has been prepared for each concept, and
presented for each step at every level. Each lesson has the
following format: ,
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

This tontinuous progress program is designed for all-students in
grades one through eight.

On what raymele is the program designed?

The pr m developed out of a recognition that the instruc-
tion strategies which characterize traditional subject-centered
aj aches fail to reflect individual differences in children, and

nd to encourage fittihg students to textbook "holds.
The Conceptually Oriented Mathematics Program was
developed to assist elementary teachers in diagnosing
children's needs in terms of mathematics concepts, and
prescribing appropriate activities for a given level of competen-
cy. By providing teachers with tools for diagnosis and prescrp-
tion, the developers of the program hoped to overcome
teacher s tendencies to consecutively follow textbook pages
while using, an identical program for all children in a class.
COMP,'by its design, provides diagnostic and prescriptive tools
for the teacher, and allows for a considerable range of student
competendy and achievement.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The objectives of -COMP are to allow teachers to work with
students on an individual basis, and to help students achieve
mastery of the mathematics skills customarily introduced in
grades 1-8 according to-a sequence which reflects individual
competency and achievement. The program is broken down
into ten broad concept areas which are developed vertically
through twenty-five levels of complexity. Predetermined se-
quences at each level individualize the learning of mathematics
skills for students, and allow them to master the skills at their
own rate.

Organization and Materials

How is the pr gram organized?

A Scope an. Sequence Chart is the visual organization of
CO en broad concept areas. These areas are developed
vertically through twenty-five levels of complexity which have
been broken down into two or more steps. The inclusion of a
step Z in levels 10 - 25 provides for horizontal enrichment. A
Complete lesson has been prepared for each concept, and
presented for each step at every level. Each lesson has the
following format:
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The concept
The behavioral objective

e The mathematical ideas
Vocabulary
Activities ti .
Textbook References. Houghton Mifflin, Addison-Wesley
Worksheets
Other References: Film Strips, Commerical Tapes, Enrichment

k Books
As the student progresses throUgh a level, the teacher offers
guidance and uses innovative teaching aids which are
suggested in the Teacher Guide Book.
What specific,objectives are involved?

Student skills are developed in ten concept areas with the intent
of preparing students for a successful encounter with algebra
after they have completed the sequential levels encompassed in
the program. The te' concept area's include Numerals, Order,
Addition Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Function and
Graphs, Geometry, and Measurement. Anywhere'from two to
seven concepts may be incorporated into a single step. An ex-
ample of this would be:

Level 14

Step B Sets: Comparing cardinal numbers
of two disjoint sets as

tate or ratio

Multiplication. (--aultiplying a whole
number by a fraction

Functions & Graphs. Locating a point on a
a number plane, using
a numbered pair

Idenitifying similar and
incongruent figures

Students must reach a mastery of 80% on each of the steps on a
given level before proceeding to the next level of learning. They
may skip a complete level, including all its steps, if they can
score 80% on a placement test which is available for each level.

Geometry:

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Lower grade students wouidhpend about forty minutes a day,
but this would vary for individual cases. In the upper grades, six-.
ty minutes would be the average.

What materials are provided for the students?

v The student is provided with vocabulary, activities, and textbook
references for sample problems and assignments. There is also
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an individual mathematics record sheet so that each student
may track his own progress.

What materials are provided for the teacher? I
A Teacher s Guide Book, which serves as a handbook, provides
instructions and suggestions to supplement the teacher s
knowledge of mathematics, and to relieVb her of some of the
pressures involved in finding appropriate ackvities for concept
development. Suggested activities for devertirping and reinforc- °
ing concepts, and innovative teaching aids are included in the
manual. Textbook references include multiple grade levels for
each reference. Placement tests are available to help the
teacher determine a student s pre lesson level of competence,
and post-tests are included to evaluate student teaming.

How open isthe program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

There are no direct provisions made for this. With this type of
structure, however, supplementary or teacher-made materials
may be added every step.

What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested?

The program provides .for Post TesPto be given after the in-
struction for a lever has been completed. If a student doesn't
sudceeti on Post Test I, review work is available which includes
Post Test II. In general, the post-tests consist of five Rents for
each behavioral objective in a given level, Space is provided on
the poSt-tests for the student to work. Post Test II, available for
levels 7 - 25, was developed to relieve teapher4of the task of
developing new tests for levels which must be reviewed. It is
simifir in content to Post Test I, and requires the same-degree of
proficiency A student's progress is recorded on an Individual
Profile Sheet which illUstrates the areas in which a student does
well:

Classroom Activities

HOW are classes organized?
No special provision is provided. However, the Teacher's Guide
Book serves as a handbook for implementing the program.

purpose of the grouping is to allow teachers to attend to
students' strengths and weaknesses more effectivhly.

How are the materials used?

The stude,nt receives the introduction to a given level frorn,the,
teacher. Students then work with the materials of a pattitalar
level, accoi-ding to the format provided, take Post Test I, add
either move on to a new levet, or work with review material
,followed by Post Test II. .0

Are teacher aides used?

Teacher aides are not required. However, they would greatly
facilitate record-keeping and classroom management.

ay

The cycle of post-tests is utilized to determine student proficien-
cy at each level. Data are recorded orian Individual Profile Sheet
which is designed to illustrate the student's level of proficiency.

implementation Requirements and Provisions

How is student progress assessed?

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

Filmstrip and movie projectors, and tape recorders are re-
quired.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

An in-service program in diagnostic-prescriptive techniques
and classroom management procedures would be helpful.

What provision is made for special training of teachers?

Placement tests are used at the
program

of the schdol year or
when a new student enters the Orogram to determine the com-
petency level of individual students in a school population. The
tests include ten questions for each behavioral objective. in the
level. Tests for, levels seven through twenty-five consist of ten
multiple choice items for each concept. After the student's in-
structional level has been determined, teachers confer to place
the students in instructional groups. Some schools cross grade
lines, while others exchange students within grade levels The

What provision is made for training of teacher aides?

None.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

The estimated cost to implement this program would be $8,50
per pupil, which includes the cost of providing one commercial
textbook for every three students. This cost is based on the ex-
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pense involved for implementation in the Columbia, Missouri
schools where approximately 7,000 students are using the
program These students are housed in thirteen elementary
schools, three junior high schools, and one non-public school.
The Missouri State Department of Education, and the report of
tljse E:S.E.4. Title Ill national validation also quote an estimated
Vogt of $8.50 per pupil.

-11*Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

Funding arrangements for the development and evaluation of
COMP came from E.S.E.A. Title III and the Columbia Bbard of
Education. It is an internally developed management program
based upon research information and bontributions from
classroom teachers. Pilot schools were set up in Columbia,
Missouri which is an urban setting with ,e diverse student pop-
ulation. Results from the pilot were used as data for revision.
Outside teacher,Oriaiiltants aided in the` evaluation prior to the
final rewriting which took place in August, 1973.

What Is the status of the present program?

Final rewriting of the program was completted in August, 1973.
Materials for dissemination are to be available by November,
1973.

Program Evaluation j

How has the program been evaluated?

Student achievement data were collected from three elementary
schools (grades 1-6) and a 'junior high school,where the
program had been implemented. Evaluation was undertaken at
all levels, using the Metropolitan Achievement Test for grade 1,
and the Iowa Test of Basic Skills for grades 2- 8 after one year of
participation in the program.

What were the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

Post-test results for grades 2- 8 showed that the mean increase
for 77% of the participating students was 16.5% percentile
points The mean increase for the total population was 10.5
percentile points. Twenty percent of the population had a mean
decrease of 10 5 percentile points. Tablet 1 summarizes the
post-test results, and indicates the mean percentile gain or loss
for students at each grade level. ,

On the E.S.E.A. Title III rtatiOnal Validation ratings, this project

received 99 out of a possible 100 points in categories
related to Innovativeness, Effectiveness, Cost, and Exportabiiity,
and received the Educational PacesetteE Award. The program
does require paperwork and record .keeping on the part of the
teacher, but this type of activity can be accomplished by teacher

. assistants.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

Alta M. Harness, Director
Conceptually Oriented Program
Columbia Public Schools,
1002 Range Lane
Columbia, Missouri 65201
(314) 443-4013 Ext.224

What were the results of the pilot of this program in
New Jersey?

During 1973-74, Project TAP coordinated and evaluated the
implementation of COMP over a five month period between
January and June, 1974, in the Chatham Borough School
District and the Hampton Township School District.

Chatham implemented the COMP program for the total school
population at the Milton Avenue School (231 students) and the .

other elementary school in the district served as a control
schOol. Grade levels one through five were represented irk
the schools, spanning all ability leyfits4oth IGE (Individually ,

Guided Education) schools have an ungraded multi-unit school
organization with primary and intermediate units. Prior to
COMP, students were grouped in mathematics but not accord-
ing to specific skills.

Initially, teachers found the COMP program very time consum-
ing in terms of planning. Part of this related to mid-year
implementation and not having the full range of materials to
which the program is keyed.

The program increased teacher awareness of an extensive
range of materials, and they felt that the COMP pre-post
materials are far more effective than any other tools they had
had for evaluating student progress. Skills could be pinpointed,
and the program lends itself to assessment in terms of be-
havioral objectives. This skill level grouping results, in the
teachers' opinions, in the optimum utilization of time. Chil-
dren became more self-reliant and teachers provided them2vith
a wider range of materials. The Chatham teachers indicated
that the COMP Program had resulted in their teaching some



math concepts they hadn't taught before, and in teaching some
concepts sooner They also felt that the concepts are very
well explained, and that the children understand the concepts.

The pre-post performance (January-May) of the pilatand con-
trol students on the Metropolitan Achievement Test: Math
(Primer, Primary 1, Primary 2, Elementary, and Intermediate
Forms) showed no significant differences between the two
groups However, the Chatham staff emphasized that these
data must be interpreted in light of a mid-year, five month
implementation that required extensive changes in planning,
instructional organization, use of materials and student assess-
ment. The COMP Program was diffused to all schools in the
Chatham district for the 1974-75 academic year.

The Hampton Township School District implemented COMP
with 75 pilot students in four units of the Marion E. McKeown
School. The four units also provided 75 control students, and
grade levels 1-8 were spanned. The student population was
comprised of varying ability levels. Hampton used COMP as
a supplement to Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) which
had been used in this IGE school for a year. (Control students
only used IPI materials.)

Much planning time was required to build COMP into the pilot
students' programs. In terms of instructional planning for the
pilot students, the COMP categories were used rather than
those of IPI. While objectives are keyed to various levels in
both programs, the staff felt that IPI categories were too minis-
cule - four or five IPI categories fit into each COMP skill level.
The pilot teachers also felt COMP was more appropriate to
forming a curriculum bank of materials related to skill level
categories. While the teachers felt that the IPI booklets they
used were excellent, COMP is keyed to a much richer array of
textbook and manipulable materials. COMP thus took the pilot
students from plain paper materials to many other things.

COMP led to grouping for individualization in Hampton rather
than individualization totally keyed to independent work. Instruc-
tional organizition for COMP spanned small group instruction,
small groups of Students working togettier, and students working
independentlY. Group activities .observed by the TAP Coordina-
tors included the extensive use of games, tapes, manipulables,
simulation's, and question-answer and discussion activities. Stu-
dents working independently used text cnateriali, games and
simulations, film'strips, and cassettes. !PI and COMP materials
were used concurrently.

Ike

IPI puts more of an emphasis on modern math, while COMP
puts more emphasis on computational SktiiS, and does a ot with
vocabulary. Also, IPI monitoring of student progress is related
to very narrow skill areas. COMP pre-post instruments test an
entire level and thus retention comes into the picture.

In summary, COMP changed the ways Hampton teachers
worked with students in terms of working with groups, using
more multi-media material, and not having to constantly pre-
post test the students since COMP assessment materials span

wider skill level area in an activity cycle. During 1974-75,
CpMP is being used as a supplement to IPI throughout the
qdhool.

As with Chatham, Hampton Township evaluation data revealed
no significant differences between the pre-post gains of the
pilot and control group on the Iowa Test of Basic Skins Test
A: Arithmetic Skills.

References

Descriptive information and evaluation data released by the
Columbia, Missouri Public Schools on "Conceptually Oriented
Mathematics."
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Heath Elementary
Mathematics
Program (K - 6)
Heath Mathematics
Program (7 & 8)

D.C. Heath and Company
Lexington, Massachusetts

Summary

The Heath Elementary Mathe-
matics Program for grades KB,
and the Heath Mathematic% Pro-
gram for 'grades 7 and 8 provide
an activity-oriented mathematics
approach based on behavioral
objectives. Learner-oriented, the

. total program stresses the struc-
tural characteristics of mathe-
matics, and places much em-

. phasis on computational skills.
The primary focus of the pro-
gram is the active involvement
of the learner as he works from

- the concrete to the semi-con-
crete to the abstract stages of
mathematics. Many practical
applications of mathematical
skills characterize the expert-
ental development of concepts
and structures, and the program
utilizes manipulable objects,
projects, puzzles, endgames as

, foyndational models. The pro-
gram provides for individual dif-
ferences, and for the diagnostic
evaluation of students. Heath
Mathematics Program for grades
7 and 8 was,designed to comple-
ment other K-6 programs as well
as the Heath K-6 program.

20

Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for use with students in grades K-8

On what rationale is the program designed?

The active involvement of the learner is the' primaryiprinciple on
which this program.is based. An experiential rationale by which
students learn througla, exploring and applying characterizes
the program. The textbook provides the springboard from
whicit the children move to activities beyond the text.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The basic intents of the program are to 1, foster self - motivated
learning through active involvement, (2) facilitate the develop-
ment of computational proficiency, (3) provide for developmen-
tal understanding of concepts and structures through basic
applications, and (4) provide for diagnostic analysis and in-
dividual differences.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The program is organized around a comprehensive ai of
behavidral objectives for each textbook in the program, and for
each chapter in the texts. Long term objectives dealing with at-
titude, creativity, and initiative are also included. Characteristic
of the program are many problems that apply mathematical
skills to everyday situations Projects, puzzles, and games are
scattered throughout the texts which require active learner in-
volvement and provide for individual differences.

Each chapter section provides practice through oral and written
class exercises, and individual exercises. The bulk of the exer-
cises in the Heath program are written for the middle 75% of a
class. However, sections marked with an asterisk or labeled for
experts" are more difficult and provide a deeper insight into a
concept as well as ritore difficult problems. Sections labeled
keeping skills sharp provide drill exercises for those students

needing additional practice in basic computation. Vocabulary
lists accompany each chapter. However, vocabulary that is too
technical or rigid 14 avoided. Accompanying the program are
basic woridheets for remedial use, and supplementary
worksheets for enrichment. These are available in workbook
form or on duplicating masters. Twelve drill cassettes, designed
to provide practice in basic addition,Aubtraction, multiplication,
and' division facts, are provided. Ocignostic tests for each
chapter, and cumulative tests which may be used as pre or post-
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tests are available.

What specific objectives are invOlyed

This program seeks to introduce basic
and principles to children in ways that
world. The children work from the conc
to the abstract stages of mathematics

Levels 7 and 8 weave a concise retea
into a study of number properties, funct
treatment of equations and positive an
mthes solid groundwork for the study
dation for high school geometry is also
tion to coordinate geometry.

How much student time is devoted to

The amount of time devoted to this pro
individual student abilities and interes
methods.

What materials are provided for the

Student texts provide detailed lists of b
tivities which include exercises, game
and diagnostic tests. Students use B.
remedial work and Supplementary Wo

What materials are provided for the t

The Teacher s Edition of the. text inclu
correlates the behavioral objectives for
Diagnostic Tests, textbook materials,
Supplementary Worksheets. An Assig
basic, average, and enriched progra
Guide suggests a sequence for using
Supplementary Exercises in the stude
Exercises and Word Problems in the T
Cassettes Diagnostic tests for Levels
duplicating masters

How open is the program to supplem
materials?

Manipulable objects and supplement
materials for student projects are an
program.

What student assessment materials a
or suggested?

The student text includes diagnostic to
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Mature, of the Program

For whom is the progiam designed?_.

"`The program is designed for use with students in grades K-8.

On what rationale is the program designed?

The active involvement of thelearner is the primary principle on
which this program.is based An experiential rationale by which
students learn through ekploring and applying characterizes
the program The textbook provides the springboard from
which the children move to activities beyond the text.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The basic intents of the program are to (1) foster self motivated
learning through active involvement, (2) facilitate the develop-
ment of computational proficiency, (3) provide for developmen-
tal understanding of concepts and structures through basic
applications, and (4) provide for diagnostic analysis and in-
dividual differences.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The program is organized around a comprehensive list of
behavioral objectives for each textbook 11713,tie program, and for
each chapter in the-texts. Long term objectives dealing with at-
titude, creativity, and initiative are also included. Characteristic
of the program are-many problems that apply mathematical
skills to everyday situations. Projects, puzzles, and games are
scattered throughout the texts which require active learner in-
volvement and provide for individual differences.

Each chapter section provides practice through oral and written
class exercises, and individual exercises. The bulk of the exer-
cises in the Heath program are written for the middle 75% of a
class. However, sections marked with an asterisk or labeled "for
experts" are more difficult and provide a deeper insight into a
concept as ,well as more -difficult problems. Sections labeled
keeping skills sharp provide drill exercises for those students

needing additional practice in basic computation. Vocabulary
lists accompany each chapter. However, vocabulary that is too
technical or rigid is avoided. Accompanying the program are
basic worksheets for remedial use, and supplementary
worksheets for enrichment. These are available in workbook
foirn or on duplicating masters. Twelve drill cassettes, designed
to provide practice in basic addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division facts, are provided. Diagnostic tests for each
chapteriand cumulative tests which may be used as pre or post-
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tests are available,

What'specific objectives are involved?

This program seeks to introduce basic mathematical concepts
and principles to ildren in ways that are applicable to their
world. The childre work from the concrete to the semi-concrete
to the abstract st ges of mathematics.

Levels 7 and 8 weave a concise reteaching of basic arithmetic
into a Study of number properties, functions, and equations. The
treatment of equations'a d positive and negative numbers fur-
nishes solid groundwork or the study of algebra, and a foun-
dation for high-school ge metry is alsb provided in an introduc-
tion to coordinate geo try.

How much student tini b is devoted to the program? -

The amount of time devoted to this program varies according to
individual student alci ities and interests, as well as teaching
methods.

. What materials are provided for the student?

Student texts provide detailed lists of behavioral objectives. ac-
tivities which include exercises, games, puzzles, and projects,
and diagnostic'tests. Students use Basic Worksheets for
remedial work and,Supplementary Worksheets for enrichment.

What materials are provided for the teacher?

The Teacher's Edition of the text includes a Programmer which
correlates the behavioral objectives for each chapter with the

,Diagnostic Tests, textbook materials, Basic Worksheets, and
Supplementary Worksheets. An Assignment Guide suggests
basic, average, and enriched programs. A Skill Maintenance
Guide suggests a sequence for using the games and
Supplementary Exercises in the student text-Supplementary
Exercises and Word Problems in the Teacher's Edition, and the
Cassettes Diagnostic tests for Levels 3 - 6 are available on
duplicating, masters. -

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

Manipulable objects and upplementary or teacher-made
materials for student p jects are an integral part of this
program,

What student ssessment materials are provided
or suggested

The student text in es diagnostic tests called "Ready or Not.-
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The Teacner s Edition iists testing activities, and inciudes paper,
and pencil tests for each chapter. In addition, there is one
Diagnostic Test for each chapter ana four cumulative Diagnostic
Tests for each grade.

Classroom Activities

How are the classes organized?

The arrangement of the classroom facilitates management of
student learning activities in this prggram. Several learning
centers may beset up as well as tables-fot individual and small
group use, desks for written work, listening areas.with tape .
recorders, and a game corner.

How ate the materials used? ,f

The use of the diagnostic tests in this program enables the
. teacher to identify skills and diagnose weaknesses. In-
dividualized student lessons are prepared on the basis of listed
behavioral objectives. Students are 'referred to appropriate text-
book pages, Basic or Supplementary Worksheets, or activities
described in the Teacher's Edition. Such featureS as project;;,'
games, puzzles, picture problems, "problems for experts" and
"keeping skills sharp," provide for individual differences.

The projects are intended to give students opportunities to ex-
plore mathematical topics on their own. Many of the Suggested
games and puzzles provided fun-oriented drill work. The "for ex-
pert sections are designed for the better students, and keep-
ing skills sharp sections are essentially drill exercises on com-
putational skills. Students alsoeUtillze manipulable objects and
apply their skills to a wide variety of practical problems. Post-
tests are used to assess student achievement.

Are teacher aidet used?

The use of teacher aides would greatly facilitate classrodm
management in this activity-oriented program. The use of aides
is not necessary, however.

How is student progress assessed?

The comprehensive evaluation program of entry tests, pre-tests,
post-tests, and testing activities provide tools for assessing stu-
dent progress in relation to the program objectives: Groups of
items on the Diagnostic Tests,are keyed to the pages of the stu-
dent textbook, and subscor,es for these groups reveal student
and class ability in the various skills. The Diagnostic Tests may
be used as pre-tests followed by individually prescribed
assignments, or as post-tests followed by remedial and enrich-
ment assignments. Testing activities provide opportunities for
individual students or small groups of students to demonstrate

.concept understanding and application. Teachers keep a record
of each student's progress.

Implementation Requirements and Prcfvisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

No

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

No

What provision is made for special training of teachers?

Ndne

What provision is made for training of teacher aides?

None

.What is the cost of implementing the program?

The' cost of the HEATH ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS PRO-
GRAM varies for each level. Based on 4 class of 30 level three
students, thii-per pupil cost for impleme,ntation would be from
a basic cost of $4.50 to approximately $6.00 for a program
which includes all ancillary materials. The subsequent per class
cost for replacing consumables at this level would be approx-
imately $50.00 per year. A set of twelve drill cassette tapes
may be purchased for $99.00: This set contains cassette tapes
for levels K-6.

The textbooks fpr grades 7-8 cost $5.19 per copy. A set of
Basic Work Sheets for Underachievers (on duplicating masters)
costs $15.54. Supplementary work Sheets (on duplicating,
masters) cost 123A0, and diagnostic tests (on duplicating
masters) cost $9.21.

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

Clyde Miley and Walter Rucker, co authors of the Heath Elemen
tary Program, were active participants in the UICSM Slow
Learner Junior High School Project in mathematics during the
(960's. The purpose of the project was to fi0 a way to teach
basic arithmetic to slow learners at the Juni* high level
Although a publication resulted from this project, it did not in
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corporate the ideas of the author team. During i968 and 1969,
they developed 'athree level remedial program entitled Modern
Conceptiand Skills for junior high-school students. #t this time,
they began to focus on the needs in elementary programs that
led to problems at the junior high level. Thy were assisted by
Dr. Ann E. Jaaksbn.

.

Consultation with teachers, mathematics supervisors, prin-,
cipals, and curriculum dirittors across the nation revealed the
need for a program that would be learner oriented instead of
content- and language-oriented. A need for a greater emphasis
on computational proficiency was, also stressed. These insights
led to the development of the Heath Elementary Programith its
emphasis on models, the real world, and student irriolvement.
The Heath Mathematics Program, coauthored by Gerald R. Ris-
ing and Sign-wild A. Smith, extended the philosophy of the K-6
elementary program to Levels 7 and 8. .

What is the status of the present program?

The program has been completely developed, dnd is being dis-
tributed nationally.

Program Evaluation .

How has the program been evaluated?

During 1972-73, D.C. Heath collected achievement data in
Washington, D.C. on the Comprehensive Test of:BasicSkills
for students in grades one, two, and three in dyer 300 class-
rooms in 14 schools- where the Heath Elementary Program
was used exclusively. Median grade equivalents-were deter
mined (large city .norms) as well as pre and poSt-grains for
grades two and three.

What were the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

.

Over 'a seven month period of time, the average median grade
equivalent gain for sedond graders was 1.0;end for third
graders, 1.1. Students, utilizing the Heath Elementary .Program
thus showed positive achieyeptent. growth gains.

The program has an attractive and interesting format, and
provides many avenues for stimulating student involverhent in
(earning.

' Useful Infoi motion

Where can the program be obtained?

D.C. Heath and Company
125 Spring Street
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173



Individualized
Mathematics System
(IMS)

.Ginn and Company
Lexington, Maisachusetts

Summary

The Individualized Mathematics
System (IMS) is a comprehen-
sive mathematics curriculum for

. grades 1 - 6. The basic compo;
nent of IMS is not the traditional
textbook, but a carefully coded
series of more than 4000 re-
usable, laminated pages. Skills
are taught by employing con-
crete, pictorial, and abstract
presentations. Illustrations, ac-
tivities, games, small group
seminars, and manipulative de-
vices play an important part in
the .program.

The program is divided into
eleven content strands, ranging
from topics on numeration to
those on geometry. Each major .
topic or strand is then subdivid-
ed into nine progressive levels
of difficulty, whereby the stu-
dent utilizes previously acquired
skills to aid in mastering the con-
cepts which follow in the learn-
ing sequence.

The materials of the IMS pro-
gram are well organized and vis-
ually. appealing. There are vari-
ous types of testing devices
which include initial placement
tests, pre-tests, and post-tests to
determine whether a student has

!successfully mastered a specific
topic.

Sets of instruction pages re-
lated to each objective are con-
tained in durable, laminated skill
folders which are color -coded by
topic and neatly stored on a mo-
bile cart. The color-6oded mater-
ials are not only attractive, but
also simplify filing.
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed

This program is designed for student
1- 6.

On what rationale is the prograM des

The purpose of IMS is to build upon p
and prepare the student to master the
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showed a lack of mastery. At this poin
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Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The IMS program consists of twelve
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Individualized.
Mathematics 9ystem
(IMS)

Ginn and Company
Lexington, Massachusetts

Summary

The Individualized Mathematics
System (IMS) is.acomprehen-
sive mathematics curriculum for
grades 1 - 6 The basic pompo-
nent of IMS ig not the traditional
textbook, but a carefully coded
series of more than 4000 re-
usable, laminatedDages Skills

e taught by employing con-
crete, pictorial, and abstract
presentation's. Illustrations, ac-
tivities, games, small group'
seminars, and manipulative de-
vices play an important part in
the program -

The pr9gram is divided into
leverf content strands, ranging

from topics on numeration to
those on geometry. Each major
topic or strand is then subdnnd-
ed nine progressive levels
of difficulty, whereby the stu-
dent utilizes previously acquired
skills to aid in mastering the con-
cepts which follow in the learn -
ing sequence,

The materials of the IMS pro-
gram are well organized and vis-
ally appealing There are vari-

ous types of testing devices
(which include initial placement
tests, pre-tests, and post tests to
determine whether a student has
uccessfully mastered a specific
oqjc.
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Sets of instruction pages re-
lated to each objective are con-
tained in durable, laminated skill
folders which are color-coded by
topic and neatly stored on a mo-
bile cart, The color-coded mater-
ials 4re not only attractive, but
also simplify filing.

a

Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designid?

'''This program is designed for stuants of all abilities in grades
1- 6.

On what rationale is the program designed?

The purpose of IMS is to build upon previously acquired'skills
and prepare the student to master the Skills of each subsequent
learning level. Since the program uses initial diagnostic testing,
each student begins the program on the level where he first
showed a lack of mastery. At this point, specific assignments
are prescribed to meet each student s needs. When he indi-
cates, through additional testing, that he has mastered the
skills prescribed to him, he is allowed to progress until he has
mastered the same number-level in each content strand. Prog-
ress is closely monitored by the teacher. Each student keeps a

,record of his own progress on a chart and eventually should be
,able to prescribe for himself. In effect, IMS emphasizes the re-
sponsibility each child has for his own learning.

.What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The objectives of IMS are mastery and continuous progress
through six grades of contemporary mathematics content. Each
student is able to make use of his mathematics learning poten-
tial through special prescriptive practices after individual
diagnosis. The skills of the progratn.cover eleven strands which
are introduced through nine levels of mastery. The teacher
offers assistance when student problems are encountered.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The IMS program consists of twelve basic components.*11 ,

items are included in the cost of the program. Materialefnclude
the following, placement tests, pre-tests, posf-tests, answer
keys, skill boOklets, skill folders (laminated and color-coded),
IMS pencils (designed for use on IMS laminated pages), record-
forms masters, System Management Guide, activity sheets, trainer
training workshop kit, and teacher training kit (materials to train
4 additional teachers who will participate in the programi. A
'specially designed mobile cart serves as a systems stohige de-
vice, and accomodates enough materials for 100 students,

What specific objectives are involved?

The strands of math content for IMS include the following:
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numeration, addition, subtraCtion, multiplication, division, frac-
tions, applications of mixed operations, money, time, Measure-

, ment, and geometry. The range of numbers taught in a par-
'''. ticllar level become more difficult as the levels progress.

'How much student time is devoted to the program?

Student time input is comparable to the amount of time ordinari,
ly devoted to a school's mathematics program.

What materials are provided for the student?

All students have complete access to skill boolslets and skill
folders. Special IMS pencils are provided so that students may
write on the laminated pages. In addition, each student is pro-
vided with profile sheets and prescription forms on which
individual progress a% prescription are recorded.

What materials are provided for the teacher?

A "Systems Management Guide' is provided for the teacher.
This manual' serves as a source of reference throughout the
program by suggesting material for small group seminars, ex-
plaining the 'maintenance of the program, and supplying the
answers to placement tests.

.
How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

When a student encounters difficulty on any level of skills, the
teacher assists him by assigning prescribed exercises which
could be from supplementary or teacher-made sources.

Whaf student assessment materials arq provided or suggested?

The- entire IMS program consists of individual diagnosis based
upon the results of a placement test, pre-tests, and post-tests.

Classroom Activities

How are'classes organized?

All learning materials are neatly organized on a mobile storage
cart. Materials are easily accessible, and color-coded to ex-
pedite location Of folders and tests. Students solve problems
at their seats, take appropriate tests, and either progress to a
new unit, or work on prescribed skills. Each student is respnsi-
ble for obtaining and repl -.ing the materials ticeuses. Individual
students also score their own workpages, select appropriate
tests, and eventually prescribe for themselves.

How are Materials used?

Students are administered diagnostic placement tests to initiate
their individual programs. The results of the placement test
determine the level on which a child begins his work. A firofile
sheet is constructed, and pre-tests are given to determine which
pulls should be prescribed. The student utilizes appropriate skill
folders, and is then given a post-test to determine whether
ismastery of the skill has been achieved. If the student is

uccessful, the profile sheet us updated, and the student
proceeds to.the next unit. This cycle of testing and prescription
is used throughout the program to ensure sequential skill
development through the' levels of the eleven strands.

Are teacher aides used?

A teacher aide would be beneficial to the program, especially
where classes of younger children are involved. The teacher ,

aide would primanly be concerned with the mechanics of the
system, thus allowing the teacher to give special assistance to
individual students and prescribe necessary learning acuities.

How is student progress assessed?

The IMS program continually diagnoses progress through the
cycle of testing and prescription. A visual record.is kept for each
child on a Profile Sheet.

Implementation'Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed?"

There must be available space for the, mobile storage cart

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

If the cart accommodating 100 students is not adequate, a larger
Storage cart would have, to be constructed.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

The contract signed by participating schools requires that two of
three teachers attend the IMS training workshop. .ti
WHat provisions are made for special training of teachers?

The paticipating schools assume costs for attendance at the
IMS workshop. This workshop covers the mechanics of IMS
operation and maintenance, and provides communication exer-
cises designed to help teachers deal with individual student '
problems and needs. Participating teachers receive special
materials to train their fellow teachers.
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What provision is made for training of teacher aides?

No special pr n is made. Teacher training materiais can be
used for traini ides.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

Approximately $14 per child is needed. However, since certain
booklets, tests, and IMS pencils are consumable, they would
have to be replaced: Replacement of materials would cost about
$1.50 per student for each subsequent year.

Program DevelopMent and Status

How was the program developed?

The development of IMS evolved from actuat classroom ex-
perience with Individually Prescribed instruction (IPI) which had
been produced by the Learning Research and Development
Center at the University of PittSburgh in collaboration with
Research for Better Schools IMS was created from suggestions
related to the revision Of the IPI program As an essential step in
the developmental process, IMS was pilot tested in a number of
schools in 1989-70, and full scale evaluation took place in 1970-

'71.

What is the present status of the program?

The program is completely developed and is being distributed
nationally by Ginn. and Company, a Xerox Education Company.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

During 1,970-71, the first six levels of IMS (two thirds of the
curriculum) were field tested with over 50%0 students in 23
elementary schools in the Carolinas and Virginia. The par-
ticipating schools represented a wide range of educational
situations including urban disadvantaged, rural, middle class
urban, and upper middle-class suburban.

Results of the field test were assembled to determine the
success of IMS achieving four major goal areas related to
curriculum adequacy, ,materials effectiveness, oost effec
tiveness, and learning effectiveness. These areas were broken
dowri into fourteen goal statements specifically addressed by
the evaluation effort. The elements of the evaluation included
reports by donsultants, information from teachers, system test
assessment, cosi records, pp!l progress measurement, and
standardized testing.

Four qi the schools were chosen for coliection of detailed data
on pupil progress. The Iowa Test of Basic Skills was selected as
the standardized test instrument, and scores Obtained during
the field test were examined in conjuntion with ITBS norms for
the southeast region. A follow -up 'evaluation effort in the four
schools was undertaken during 1971-72 to determine if math
achievement as measured by a standardized test accelerated
after the first year. Also, performance on the standardized test
and progress in IMS were correlated.

What were the indicated Strengths and weaknesses of the
program?'

The 1970-71 field test data revealed that twelve of the fourteen
goal statements had been achieved. Agreement by experts sub-
stantiated that. (1) the IMS Behavioral Objectives and materials
are satisfactory from the- standpoint of mathematical cor-
rectness and consistency, and preparation for further study, and
(2) IMS Behavioral Objectives and materials are satisfactory
from the standpoints of learning theory and the study of child
development.

Ninety percent of the teachers who participated in the program
agreed that the materials were attractive as well as educationally
sound and mathematically correct. Students were able to
assume responsibility for operating the system with fifty percent
of the participating fourth grade students able to write their own
prescriptions.

IMS naterials proved to be sufficiently durable to be reusable
with a 2% non-reusability rate. One of the important conclusions
drawn from the evaluation is that teacher training is vital to the
program. Almost every one of the teacher probleMs en-
countered was found toibe due to lack of training. Another out-
come of the evaluation which appears quite definite is that a
large proportion of students cannot complete the first nine levels
of IMS during the six years of elementary school.

Evaluation goals which were not met dealt with adequate
availability of materials and gains in grade.equivalent scores on
standardized tests. Pupil learning delays resulted from inade-
quate stocking procedures which have since been revised. The
goal of one-year grade equivalent gain was not met during the
first year of operation for students at or,above grade level. They
exhibited gains of approximately .80GE over the seven month
period between tests. However, students in the lowest achieve-
ment group (who ordinarily fall farther behind each year) did
demonstrate score gains equal to approximately a one year GE
score change.

The IMS Evaluation Report points out that the low achievement
students had been placed in IMS topics at approximately the
same grade level that their standardized scores reflected. High
achievement students, however, had been placed back into IMS
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*topics they had covered. There is- thus a need for a long range
study charting pupil progress over a period of years.

The mean GE gain for IMS pupils on the ITBS was .64-as com-
pared to the regional norm of .57. This indicates that the yearly
achievement gains for the IMS sample were siigKtly above those
for students in the region.

,Change scores over a.two year period for both parte,Ofthe ITBS,
Arithmetic, for grades three, fOurand five in Mt' fo0;s6hool
sample are found in Table 1. Regional averages are pre4nted in
parentheses.

Table 1 .

-Average Grade-Equivalent Gains on EMS
By Grade Placement
(Southeastern Regional Norms in Parentheses)

Concepts rt"

Grade Placement at
1st Administration

Mean 1st
Year Gain

Mean 2nd
Year Gain

Overall
Gain

3 .72 (.64) .85 (.76) 1.57 (1.40)

4 .73 (.49) .70(.92) 1:43 (1.41)

5, .85 (.58) .82 (.98)' 1.67 (1.56)

Mean 152 (1.46)

Problem Solving

Grade Placement at Mean 1st Mean 2nd Overall
1st Administration Year Gam Year Gain Gain

3 :76 (.6(:1) - .25 ( .87) 1.01 (1.47)

4 .38 (.47) .45 (1.00j .83 (1.47)

5 .77 (.62) 1.04 ( .98) 1.81 (1.60)

Mean 1.02 (1.51)

Table 1 shows that over the two year period, the IMS pupils
made conceptual gains quite consistent with (or slightly above)
children in the region. The mean GE gain in conceptS was 1.52
for IMS pupils while the regional norm for. the same measure is
1.46. On the other hand, the scores seflect a lower mean gain
(1.02) on problem solving for IMS students than that for children
In the region asa *Whole (1.51).

The IMS EirAluation Report points out that IMS has been believ- -
ed to foster growth in the knowledge of mathematics concepts.
These data support this notion. However, the IMS approach is
pictorial rather than verbal, and the developers feel that the
highly verbal aspect of the-problem solvingsubtest of the ITBS
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program has been to reduce the amount and level of reading
required in the program, and to focus on the teaching of
mathematics skills.

Achievement with IMS was quite different among the four inten-
sive evaluation schools, even for groups initially comparable in
terms of standardized test scores. This implies that policies or
procedures within a school environment may enhance or retard
achievement in IMS.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

Ginn and Company
101 Spring Street
Lexington,* Massachusetts 02173
(617) 861-1670

What school districts in New Jersey are familiar with the
program?

Individual schools in the following New Jersey school districts
have implemented IMS: Leonia, Lawrenceville, Medford
Township, Riverdale, Camden, and Franklin Township
(Hunterdon County)

What were the results of the pilot of this program in
New Jersey?

During 1913-74, IMS was implemented and evaluated on a five
month pilot basis between January and June, 1974, irrthe
Pleasantville Public School District and the Maywood Public -
School District,

The Pleasantville district irriplemented IMS with 100 pilot stu-
dents in two Of the South Street Elementary School's ungraded
units which span the second to the sixth grades. Students in
another school served as a control group. revious to using
IMS. the teachdrs at South Street School had used a standard
math series. These teachers found that the pre aration time
needed when first implementing the program was extens
Also the time input for handling all the paperwork was initially
extensive. They indicated that the program's emphasis upon in-
dependent work is founded Qn a false assumption that all
children can work indepefidefitly. This becomes especially
problematical With slow readers. The Pleasantville teachers
modified this aspeCt Of the program by creating rotating group
systems Placement tests were used to create three skill level
groups in a class plus a fourth group of students who worked
independently. Within the rotation system, the teachers worked
intensively with each skill level group every third day while



the othei groups either worked with an aide in the IMS folders,
or had seat work geared to their skill level in the IMS folder.s.
Other students work wholly independently.

Table 1 shows the pre-post performance in mean grade equiva-
lencies for Pleasantville's pilot and control students on the
Metropolitan Achievement Tests. Math administered during
January and May. The pilot group s performance over this ,
period was Anificantly better than the control group at the .05
level.

Table 1
Pleasantville Pilot-Control Results Metropolitan Achievement
Test: Math
January 1974-May 1974

Control
N= 80

Pilot
N= 80

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Pre 2.748 0.909 2.872 0.856

Post* 3.442 1.082 3.833 1.348

F= 4.4992

* Significant at .05,Ievel.

Pleasantville teachers summarized the strengths of IMS as a
program which 1) moves children toward independent learning,
2) provides teachers with an effective system for monitoring
student progress, and is keyed to a wide range of interesting
materials and activities. For 1974-75, the use of IMS has been
continued at the South Street School.

,t4

Maywood implemented IMS at the 4th grade level with 61
students in one of their elementary schools, using the 4th
grades in another elementary school which used a traditional
textbook approach for control purposes Implementation re-
quired thepilot_ teachers to move from a verylladitional in-_
structionaf mode to a highly individuallferipproach. Initial
difficulties focussed upon aclimating to a new teacher role and
handling the large amount of paperwork involved in the correc-
tion of pre and post tests

As the Maywood teachers became more comfortable with the
IMS management system, traditional large group instruction
gave way to small topical seminars geared to specific student
needs, gaming and simulation,small group work,and independ-
ent study.

Evaluation data involving pilot- control pre-post comparisons
on the California Test of Basic Skills were inconclusive. IMS
is being used on a limited basis at the fourth grade level for
the 1974-75 academic year.

References

IMS User Guide Durham: Center for Individualized Instruc-
tional Systems, 1972. ...
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dividualized Instructional Systems, 1972.
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Individually
Prescribed
Instruction

(IPI - Mathematics)
New Century Education Corp.
New York, N.Y.

Summary

Individually Prescribed Instruc-
tion - Mathematics, is a non-grad-
ed, independent mathematics
program based on sequences of
specific instructional objectives
designed for use by all students
in grades K-6. Its long range goal
is to allow all students to pro-
cegicl through sequenced objec-
tives at their own pace. Since
the.program is highly individual-
ized, teachers and administrators
Who do not have experience with
ihdividualized programs should
complete the full training pr6tA
gram provided as ari integral part
of the program.
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Nature of the Program
For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for all students in grades K - 6. -

On what rationale is the program designed?

The program is designed pn the rationale that children should
be permitted to proceed through a sequenced set of objectives
iu mathematics at a pace determined by their individual abilities
and interests. This requires a restructuring of the traditional
instructional management system to allOw the student to move
through sequences of instructional objectives, unbroken by
grade levels or classes.

What are the general goals and objectives of the project?

Individual progress through sequenced objectives is the major
goal of the program. The project definition of individualization is
founded upon reliable assessment of individual differences
among learners, and mastery of subject matter through
procedures that provide for self-instruction and self-evaluation.
The program actively involves the child in the learning protess
in order to motivate self-initiated and self-directed learning.

Organization and Materials
How is the program organized?

There are 359 instructional objectives in each of ten content
areas. The behaviors leading-to the attainment of each objectiVe
have been sequenced in hierarchical order so that each be-
havior is built upon previous objectives.

The actual instructional content consists of learning' tasks
organized into units through which a student can proceed to
achieve command of the terminal behavior, with little outside
help. Placement tests determine the level at which the student
should begin the program. Afteriplacement, but before begin-
ning Work assignments in a given unit, the student is given the
pre-test for the lowest unit in which he failed to demonstrate
mastery. If mastery of a particular skill is demonstrated on a
pre-test, the student is moved on to another skill for which he
does not show mastery. The teacher generates prescriptions
or assignments for each objective, and the student completes
the assignments until mastery is achieved. Mastery is measured
by both curriculum embedded tests end unit post tests.

What specific objectives are involved?

The 359 instructional objectives are found in each of the follow-
ing content areas. numeration/place value, addition/subtrac-
tion, multiplication, division, fractions, money, time, systems of
measurement, geometry, and applications. Varying numbirs of
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objectives are allocatett to levels whic
grades within the elementary school.

How much student time is devoted t

The program is flexible. Although a stu
with IPI mathematics materials for abou
ing upon'grade level, the materials ar
within a total IPI context. In this case, st
materials in other subject areas throu

1/What materials are provided for the

The students use Standard Teaching S
-which exists for each objective or set of
each level There are several hundre'

What materials are provided for the

Placement tests, pre-and post-unit tests
tests, student progress profiles, placem
tion writing sheets, and teacher guides
teacher.

How open is the program to supple
made materials?

Teachers are urged to construct lists
available in their own classrooms and
of the various units of IPI Mathemati
prepare audio-visual materials to use

What student assessment materials

Placement tests, pre-t9sts, pest-tests
imbedded tests are provided.

Classroom Activities

How are classes orianized?

Students are placed into the sequen
by their scores on the placement tes
dividually or in small groups. No artifi'
prevent a student from moving flexib
unit to another. The-student fills his
taining materials from the learning ce
to accomplish hit tasks. It is desirabl
for peer-tutoring and student self -ass:
aides are available to score curricul
record progress.



ture of the Program
or whomls the programdesigrked,

The program . iStdesigned fOr all students in grades 6.

On what rationale is the program designed?
.t. .

The program is designed on the rationale that children should
be permitted to- proceed through a sequenced set of objectives
in mathpmatics,at a pace determined by their individual abilities
and:interests. This requires a restructuring of the, traditional
instructional management system to allow thestudent to moi4ri
thratit sequences of instructional objectives, unbroken by
grade vels or classes.

.

What are the general goals and objectives of the project?

Individual progress throtigh equenced o jectives is the major
goal d,the progiam. The pr ject definitioh of individualization IS
founded upon reliable assessment of individual differences
among learners, and mastery of subject matter through
procedures that provide for .self-instruction and self-equation.
The program actively inveRves the child in the.rearning process
in order to motivate self-initiated and self-diredted learning.

Organization and Materials
How is the program organized?

There are 359 instructional objectives in each of ten content
areas. The behaviors leading to the attainment of each objective
have been sequenced in hierarchical order so that each be-

.havior is built upon previoCis objectives..

The actual insfrudlional content consis(s of learning tasks,
organized into units through which a student can proceed to

,adhieve-command of the terminal behavior, with little outside
help.,Placement tests determine the level at which the student
should begin the program. After pleseffieht, but.before begin-
ning work assignments in a given unit, the student is given the
pre-test for the lowest unit iri which he failed to demonstrate
. mastery. If mastery ckeparticular skill is demonstrated on
pre:t the student is mood on to another skill for which.he
doe not show mastery The teacher generates prescriptions

"signments for each objective, and the student completes,
the assignments until mastery is achieved. Mastery is measured
by both, quiridulum embedded tests and unit post tests.

What specific objectives are involv.
.

The 359 instructional objectiv
ingitontent areas mime

_Von, v*di
measurement, gebme

re found in each of the follovv-
ion/place value, addition/ubtiac-

on, fractions, money, time; systems of
, and applications. Varying,,inumberg of
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objectives are allocated to levels which roughly correspond to*grades within the elementary school.

How much student time Is devoted to the drograin?

The program is flexible. Although a student may engage in work"
with 131 mathematics materials for about one hour a day, depend-
ing upon gtade.level, the materials are designed to be used
within a total IPI context. In this case, students would work on IPI
materials in other subject areas throughout the entire day.

*hat materials are provided for the student?

Tftstudents use Standard Teaching Sequence Booklets, one of
which exists for each objective or set of objedtives in each unit at
each level There..are several hundred such bt oklets.

What materials, are provided for the-teacher?

Placement tests, pre-and post-unit tests, curncuium-imbedded
tests, student progress profiles, placement profiles, prescrip-
tion writing sheets, and teacher guides are provided for the
teacher.

How open is the-program to supplementary and teacher-
made materials?

Teachers are urged to construct lists qf teaching resources
available in their own classrooms and key them to the objectives
of the various units of IPI Mathematics. Teachers may also.
prepare audio - visual materials to use in the program.

What student sassessmeni materials are provided?

Placerrient tests, pre-tests, post-tests, and curriculum-
imizedded tests are provided.

i-Classroom Activities

How are classes organized?

Students are placed into the sequence of objectives indicated
by their scores on the placement tests, and typically work in-
dividmally or in small groups. No artificial class divisions should

, prevent a student from moving flexibly from one sequence or
unit to anothex. The student fills his prescription by first ob- 4

taining materials from the learning center and then proceeding ,

to accomplish his tasks. It is desirable to build in opportunities
for peer-tutoring and student self-assessment. It is best it teacher
aides are available to score curriculum-imbedded tests and to
record progress.
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How are materials used?'

The student is given .the $landard Teaching Sequence Booklet
appropriate to his placement scores. Using materials from the
learning center, teacher and teacher-aide assistance, textbooks,
peer help, and his own ingenuity, the child works on the sequen-
tial tasks assigned The pre and post-te0comparisons indicate
student progress. When a child finishes a work sequence and
has had his work corrected, he receives a prescription fdr a new
sequence, based upon the level of mastery he demonstrates on
the post-test.

Are teacher aides used?

It is advisable to have teacher aides available to Score
curriculum - imbedded t sts, record progress, and help students
with minor problems.

How is student ,progress assessed?

The placement tests, pre-tests, and post-tests indicate mastery
of thelequenced objectives.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are speyal facilities ,needed or suggested?

This non-graded mathematics program requires learning
centers where IPI materials and supplemental, manipulative
materials are available to students.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

No'

Is hi-service training needed or suggested? (

Teacher training is essential. One. of the components orthe IPI
materials set of instructions used for training teachefs
and admi istra irs in the proper techniques for using IPI.
The trai ages are generally individualized so that the
head a mini ator or principal at a school can lead
his faculty through the, program. In addition, most teachers
attend a summer training workshop in IPI procedures.

What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

Summer training 'workshops are conducted by Research for
Better Schools at several locations around the country. Teacher
training materials include programmed booklets and audiovisual
materials suitable for 0-service training which may be con-

.

ducted by the principal or head dministrator. The basic teacher
training course is contained in to volumes entitled "Teaching
in IPI Mathematics: These m nals contain guidelines for
using all of the IPI materials, nd suggestions for organizing
the classroom and writing student prescriptions.

What provisions are made for the training of teacher aides?'

Na special provisions are made.

What is the cost of implementing the pfogram?

The cost for the student materials components is currently
(1974) about $7.85 per student as an initial investment.
Replacement costs for successive years may be lower depend-
ing on utilization. While the publisher arranges for workshops
to train the principal (or instructional leader) the district must
pay travel and expenses. It is recommended that the principal
conduct training for the teachers who will use the program.
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Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The program had its roots in the doctoral work of Dr. Robert
Glaser, and in a series of exploratory studies at the University of
Pittsburgh The passage, of Title IV of the Cooperative Research
Act enabled the Learning Research and Development Center
(LRDC) to be founded at the University in 1964. During the 1963-
64 academic year, the LRDC and the Baldwin-Whitehall Public
Schools of suburban Pittsburi initiated an experiment to in-
vestigate the feasibility of converting an entire K - 6 school to a
system of individualized instruction.

Research for Better Schools was founded in 1966 as the
regional laboratory for Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, and
New Jerseys This unit conducted an investigation which
demonstrated that a primary need of elementary school
teachers in the area was the development of programs which
placed heavy emphasis on individual diagnosis and program-
ming.

Funds for the development of IPI came primarily from the United
States Office of Education, the University of Pittsburgh, the
Baldwin-Whitehall School District, and the Appleton-Century-
Crofts Publishing Company. Research for Better Schools
(RBS) became the major development agency. RBS personnel
functioned in areas of curriculum writing, material production,
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training, field engineering, and evaluation. They were assisted
by the LRDC at the University of Pittsburgh. LRDC served as the
major initiator of IPI mathematics projects, installing these
products in the Oak leaf School of the Baldwin-Whitehall Schooi
District during 1965-66 as part of a feasibility study. RBS staff
took materials which were being used in the Oakleaf Schooi and
produced them in quantity for use in RBS demonstration and
development schools. Necessary revisions were made under
the aegis of the ABS staff with input from LRDC and Appleton-
Century-Crofts, now New Century Education Corp.

The dissemination and adoption process involved identifying
cooperating school districts. establishing a demonstration
training school in the Baldwin-Whitehall school district in addi-
tion to the Oak leaf School, training cooperating school district
staff. evaluation and revition, and diffusion of the program to
other schools. High natiohwide interest led to the establishment
of fifteen pilot schools during 1967-68. Dissemination efforts
of ABS established IPI Math in over 400 schools nationwide.

What is the present status of the program?

The current edition of the program is the result of a major
revision completed by RBS in 1972. Both LRDC and RBS have
been involved with the development of second generation pro-
grams. RBS is currently field testing a second generation in-
dividualized program intended primarily for grades seven and
eight entitled individualized Middle Mathematics UMW
Students completing IP! will easily be able to continue with
IMM.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

Research for Better Schools has consistently provided both for-
mative and summative evaluation data on individually Prescrib-
ed Instruction since -the program's inception. These data have
included !Pi-control group comparisions on standardized
achievement tests, as well as information related to students'
self-concepts and attitudes, toward mathematics

'}The RBS publication entitled Progress Report II, March, 1971,
cites over twenty IPI-control group comparisions for
mathematics achievement which were determined between
1967 and 1970 Sections of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Stan-
ford Achievement Test, and Metropolitan Achievement Test, as
well as the IPI Mathematics Placement Test were used to
measure student achievement. Pupil opinionnajree-were used to
gather data on student attitudes.

During 1971-72, Research for Better Schools conducted an
evaluation of the outcomes of IPi programs in an eleven school
sample from Nationwide Network Schools (NWN). The NWN
Schools are fairly representative of the nation as a whole. The
sample 1121 schools represented a spectrum of community and
student types, and included some that had used IPI for as many
as,six years, and one which had used it for only one year.
Controi SCMOOIS were seiected by IPI school principals with the
guideline that the school be the area school most similar in au
respects to theAPI school. Three instruments were constructed
to measureqife achievement of affective program goals with
parents, teadgers, and students. an assessing achievement out-
comes, the Iowa Test of Basic Skills was used on a pre and post-
test basid.

What were the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

Evaluation data reported as of March, 1971, indicated that in the
majority of cases, there were no significant differences between
IPI and control group achievement on mathematics sections of
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Stanfprd Achievement Test, and
Metropolitan Achievement Test.. However, IPI students were
equal to or scored higher than control pupas on the IPI
Mathematics Placement Test in almosttl. ,cases.

The 1971 -72 Nationwide Network Evaluation Study emphasizes
that evaluation focussing on standardized achievement test scores
does not adequately assess the attainment of the total goals of
the IPI program. What is needed is a comparision instrument
which is both specific to IPI goals and common to other
programs' goals. This would necessitate a population of items
representing the objectives of IPI programs, and the objectives
of programs reasonably assumed to be competitive with IPI.
RBS reported, but did not provide an analysis of data on the
mean grade equivalent scores for each of the IPI and control
schools Dire tigns for assigning students to subtests were ig-
nored in sev ral schools, and an adequate number of class
means Were navailable for use.

IPI schools pre and post achievement data (Fall, tEe 1 to Spring,
1972) based upon national norms for the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills indicated that the median for math increased by one level
in four of the seven schools, increased by two levels in one
school, and remained the same in two schools. However, in all of
the schools.; there was a marked decrease in the proportion of
students scoring in the lowest three levels, and a correst.onding
increase in the proportion in the upper levels. Table 1 presents
pupil progress data from the IPI schools included in the study.
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Table 1

Pre-Post Summary Data: IPI Pupil Math Progress*
_.

School
# I

N

II

mediandian !

Level

I II

Pre-post Percentages Per Level
A'

1 II

B

I II

C '.
I II

D

1, 11

E

I II

F

I 11

G

I 11

7 317 266 B 0 28.4 3.8 24.0 10.9 16.4 27.8 21.5 28.9 '9.1 22.9 0.6 5.3 0.0 0.4
20 339 308 'C D 20.9 1.3 15.9 13.3 18.6 16.9 29.8 29.9 10.9 20.8 3.4 14.3 0.6 3.6
4T 423 457 B C 31.0 15.5 23.2 19.0 16.8 19.0' 22.5 2746 6.4 17.1 0:2 1.5 0.0 0.2

8 394 432 C D 7.1 3.2 22.8 20.8 23.1 20.6 31.2. 31.9 14.7 20.4 1.0 3.0 0.0 0.0
13 391 566 D D 7.4 9.4 18.2 17.7 16.4 12.7 35:0- 24:9 22.5 27.4 0.5 8.0 0.0 0.0
7 493 502 D D 19.9 3.0 9.1 10.4 8.7 10.4 31.6 26.7 2114 33.7 2.2 14.3 0.0 1.6
6 482 456 D E 17.2 .2 8.1 10.7 . 11.8 13.4 21.2 20.0 32.6, 32.0 8.3 19.1 0.8 4.6

*Achievement data based upon the Iowa Test of Basic Skills:
I-Fall, 197 ; liSpring, 1972

A-G level ange from lowest to highest

'What We
program?

Continued:

the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the

Affectivemeasures indicated that IPI and control teachers show
ed no significant differences in (1) perception'of teaching roles,
(2) attitude toward students, (3) perception of the teacher-
student relationship, and (4) perception of the. student-student
interaction. Analysis of the responses to the Parent Opinionaire
indicated that IPI students were highly motivated, more self-
directed, and more independent than non-IPI students.
Middle level students had significantly higher scores on the
three measures of creative tendency, self-concept, and attitude
toward school than control students. At the third grade level;
there was no significant difference between control and IPI
students on creative tendency, the control students had a
significantly better attitude toward school, and IPI students had
a better self-concept. The data support the hypothesis that' In-
dividually Prescribed Instruction has.a 'positive effect on pupil
self-concept. However, other IPI effects were not felt at. the.
lower grade level as much as the upper.

Four recent studies conducted by local school districts and
reported by RBS focused upon the four questions described
below.

1 Does IPI (lath produCe desired gains in math achievement?

Longtitudinal data were collected between 1969-1973 in a
large midwestern city on 250 students in grades 3 to 6,
These data showed that achievement scores on the Modern
Math Supplement of the low4Test of Basic Skills. improved

each year of the 101 Project. The mean fall-to-spring raw,
scores at grades 4-6 were equivalent to at least one grade
equivalent month for eabh month of the project,

2. Are there differences in mathematics achievement detween
students who study IPI Math and other, mathematics programs?

During 1971-72 the pre -post -test pefformanCe on the Com- ,
prehensive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS) of a randomly select-
ed group of 6th grade students iq an IPI school, logatein a
suburb of a medium sized Northwestern city was compared
to the performance of a group of randomly selected 6th
grade.students in three control schools in the same area.
The results showed that the pupils who used IPI Math
reached significantly higher achievement levels (p<Doi)
than the pupils from the control schools.

3. What is the cumulative effect of IPI Math on student achieve-
ment as measured by the ITBS?

Longtitudinal data were based upon scores on the Iowa Test
ofBasic Skills which were collected between 1969-71 in a
medium sized Northeastern City on 160 students In grades
1-4 who varied in intellectual achievement but generally
came from a lower socio-economic background. Compari-
sons were made between two groups with the independent
variable'being-time spent in IPI. Post-test data revealed that
students who were in the IPI program for at least three years
achieved significantly better than those who were not similar-
ly exposed.

4. Is there a difference in math achievement between students
who have 1, 2, or 3 years of exposure to IPI Math?



A three group comparison was conducted in a school district
located in the suburb-.of a large midwestern city with the
independent variablfrbeing-time spent in !PI - and the
dependent variable being,performance on the Step-Down
Mathematics Test for 268 students in grades 3 and 5. Third
graders shoiVed significant differences favoring longer en-
rollment in IPI Math. There were no significant differences
among the fifth graders.

4

Useful Inforsiation
r'

Where can thiglrogra'm be obtained?
'

New Century Educatitn Corp.
New York, N.Y.
(212) 689-5700

What school districts in New Jersey are familiar with the
program?

i , -k?
individual schools in the following districts have implemented
IPI-Mathematics. Teaneok, Cherry Hill, Wildwood, Wayne, New-
ton, Trenton, and Secaucus,

[ ,
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Project R-3
San Jose, California

Summary

Project R-3, located in San Jose,
California, is a special program
for disadvantaged, underachiev-
ing students in grades 7 through
9 designed to improve motiva-
tion and achievement in reading
and mathematics. Almost three-
quarters of the students are from
Mexican-Amencan backgrounds.
The program was designed in
cooperation with the Education
Division of Lockheed Missiles
and Space Company which de-
veloped many of the special ma-
tenals used in the program.
Students meet daily for three 50-
minute penods devoted to read-
ing, math, and a special R-3 activ-
ity designed to show the rela-
tionships of classroom instruc-
tion to the solution of real world
problems. The special period
makes use of similation and field
trips to develop an appreciation
of what the worldiequires in way
of academic skills: Evaluation of
the program shows achievement
gains at slightly better than a
month for each month in the pro-
gram and consistent improve-
ments in attitudes toward school. ,
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program isdesigned for underachieving, disadvantaged
students in grades 7, 8, and 9.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The rationale for developing the program was based on the
, assumption that traditional curricula and classroom activities ,
have failed to help students of the type included in the target
population to achieve to their full capabilities. Therefore, the
students quit trying and the typical behavioral symptoms of
dropouts and delinquencies become apparent. The program
seeks to remedy this by identifying the basic causes of un-
derachievement in fundamental skill areas and then combining
school, home, community and technological in an ef- -
fort to change student behavior.
The title R-3 reflects the rationale of the program. students are
ready to learn only when they are motivated; motivation is
achieved when the performance of an act is made relevant to
a reward and major chaDge4re made lasting by reinforcing
the positive desired acts.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The major goals of the program are.

To develop student/family understanding of the technology-
'based society of the State of California.
To design a curriculum incorporating occupational skills
analysis to make relevant the acquisition of reading and
mathematics skills.
To motivate students with the desire to learn by instituting
innovative techniques such as gaming/simulation, field trips,
team learning, and leadership instruction.
To upgrade performance in reading and mathematics.
To raise student occupational and educational aspiration level.
To improve overall classroom and school social behavior.
To enable students to relate positive individual cultural
strengths to school activities.
To enable school staff to acquire understanding of the special
characteristics of R-3 pupils.
To provide measures for the student's parents and families to
participate in the program.

4

Organization and Materials
How is the progrard organized?

Students in the program Junior high scho
in three classes taught by project staff an
day in the regular school curriculum. Th
ematics curricula were organized by the
submitted to Lockheed personnel who d
utilizing the skills taught Program object
into modular units of study pccupying gi
The contents of each module in the mat
are developed around a set of specific
Each segment in the activity period is d
subjedt of a given cluster of occupations
unit generally operates for a period of
such segments make tip the annual prog
ments, each a week in length and know
involvement periods, are highly structur
tions distant from the school

What specific objectives are involved?

Objectives for thvnath and math relate
upon the followin primary objectives:
1 Students will improve in math skills a

for every year in the project.
2. Students will i prove in math compr

practical and s mulated experiences i
cal concepts hd skills to the real wo

How much stud t time is devoted to t

Project student attend one 50-minute
for math instru tion. This instruction is
ute simulation lass which also meets 5
dition, the enti e R-3 program requires
a jeer.

What materials are provided for the stu

Learning 'co, tracts developed by the pr
material fo ndation for program implem
materials e used but sequenced to st
events. Th materials used during the
designed y Lockheed personnel expre
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for underachieving, disadvantaged
students in grades 7.8, and 9.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The rationale for developing the program was based on the
assumption that traditional curricula and classroom activities
have failed to help students of the type included in the target
population to achieve to their full capabilities. Therefore, the
students quit trying and the typical behavioral symptoms of
dropouts and delinquencies become apparent. The program
seeks to'rernedy this by identifying the basic causes of un-
derachieVerrient in fundamental skill areas and then combining
school. home, community and technological resources in an ef-
fort to change student behavior.
The title R-3 reflects the rationale of the program: students are
ready to learn only when they are motivated; motivation is
achieved when the performance of an act is made relevant to
a reward and major changes are made lasting by reinforcing
the positive desired acts.

Whafare the general goals and objectives the program?

`The.'11ajor goals of the program are:
;

'To-deVelop student/family understanding of the technology-
basedsociety of the State of California. *
To design a curriculum incorporating occupational skills
analysis to make relevant the acquisition of reading and
mathematics skifIS.
To motivate students with the desire to learn by instituting
'innovative techniques such as garning/simulation, field trips,
team learning, and leadership instruction.
To upgrade performance in reading and mathematics.
To raise student occupational and educational aspiration leVel.
To,imprbve overall classroom and school social behavior.
To-enable students to relate positive individual cultural
strengths to school activities.
To enable school staff to acquire understanding of the special
characteristics of R-3 pupils.
To provide measures for lihe student s parents and families to
participate in the program.

Organization and Materials
How is the program organlied?

Students in the program junior high school spend each morning
in three classes taught by project staff and the remainder of the
day in the regular school curriculum. The reading and math-
ematics curricula were organized by the school district and
submitted to Lockheed personnel who developed R-3 activities
utilizing the skills taught, Program objectives are incorporated
into modular units of study occupying given time segments.
The contents of each module in the math and reading curricula
are developed around a set of specific behavioral objectives.
Each segment in the activity period is designed about a core
subject of a given cluster of occupations. Each R-3 curriculuM
unit generally operates for a period of two weeks. Fourteen
such segments makeup the annual program. Two of the seg-
ments, each a week in length and known as high intensity
involvement periods, are highly structured fidld trips to. loca-
tions distant from the school.

What specific objectives are involved?

Objectives for the math and math related activities are based
upon the folloWing primary objectives:
1. Students will improve in math skills at the rate of 1.5 years

for every year in the project.
2. Students will improve in math comprehension through their

practical and simulated experiences in relating mathematif
cal ,concepts and skills to the real world.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Project students attend one 50-minute class daily specifically
*for math instruction. This instruction is reinforced in a 50-min-
ute simulation class which also meets 50 minutes daily. In ad-
dition, the entire R-3 program requires two one-week fidld trips
a year.

What materials are provided for the student?

Learning contracts developed by the project staff serve as the
material foundation for program implementation. Commercial
materials are used but sequenced to staff-selected learning
events. The materials used during the R-3 activity period were
designed by Lockheed personnel expressly for this program.
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What materials are provided for the teacher?

Each module has a packet of materials prepared for the teacher
which included the following:

1 A list of the general mathematics objectives of the program.

2. A list of the general reading objectives of the program.

3 A list of the specific behavioral objectives to be realized by
the completion of the occupational module.

4. Lesson plans'for the two-week period.

5. Description of games to be included in specific lessons.

6. Description of relevant field trips to be taken in conjunction
with the unit.

7. Evaluation forms for each objective.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials? .

The program is quite open to additional materials.

What student assessment materials are provided or suggested?

Diagnostic instruments include the Comprehensivejest of
Basic Skills and the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales. An item
analysis of student performance on these instruments is used
to develop a profile on each student in the first two weeks of
the prograth,The profile with skills clustered urider appropriate
math objectiii4 areas is updated periodically on the basis of
student progress.

Classroom Activities

How are the classrooms organized?

Class sizes are approximately 25 to 30 in the reading and
mathematics Thirty students come together for the R-3
activity period which is under the direction of at least two staff
members In the reading classes. 70 per cent of classwork is in-
dividualized with the remainder in small groups of from two to
seven The work is focused around the activities of the R-3
component. Classes are heterogeneously grouped and are
taught by one teacher and an aide.

How are the materials used?

The program employs a laboratory approach to mathematics
instruction. Individualization is facilitated by peer tutoring and
the use of teaching machines. Learriing contracts utilizing the
full. range of supplementary materials are developed.

Are teacher supplements used?

A variety of teacher, supplements are used. Teacher aides, the
majority of whom speak Spanish, assist in instruction. Peer
tutoring is employed and a variety of teaching machines allow
individualized instruction.

How is the student progress assessed?

Student progress assessment is inherent in the individualized
nature of instruction. pttident profile sheets are used for record
purposes. . ,

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed *of suggested?

*The project needs only the classrooms and support facilities
common in'a welt- equipped junior high school. However, it is
desirable for the project to have special quarters with furniture
which promotes team learning.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

The program makes use of a mplti-media approach and must
be equipped with dvariety of audio- visual aids.

Is In-service training needed or suggested?

Some in-service training is necessary to master the R-3 actin,- -.
ity components.

What provisions are made for the special training of teachers?

In-servite training is the responsibility of the user. Each mem-
ber of the project staff spends approximately 50 hours in in-
service work a year. Planning sessions are scheduled daily
and special sessions are ,held by project director, evaluator,
materials director, and other staff leaders. Each major sched-
uled event is preceded by a workshop.
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What Is the cost of implementating the program?

Ccists to implement the program would vary depending on
local decisions The per pupil costs for operating the program,
in San Jose has been approximately $433 above the usual per
student expenditures.

_Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The programmes initiated in 1967-68 in cooperation with the
Education Division of Lockheed Missiles and Space Company.
Originally the program was designed for eighth-grade students
only. In 1968 a second group of eighth-graders began the pro-
gram and the original group continued on to a newly-develop-
ed ninth-grade R-3.curriculum. In 1969, new state regulations
required-that the program be extended to the seventh-grade
and to include all students. The program temporarily dropped
its eighth and ninth-grade components while accommodating
the larger seventh-grade group. The program was then re-
expanded to include the two higher grades.

What is the present status of the program?

The program is now operative at the seventh, eighth, and ninth-
grade levels. It has been implemented in six different areas
across the United States in schools representing a cross sec-
tion of socio-economic,ethnic,and racial backgrounds including
American Indians.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been evaluated?

Program evaluaticin has been conducted by the staff and in-
dependently by the Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California.
Achievement gains were by pre-and post-testing compared to
norms and control groups for some elements. Tests used were
the California Test of Basic Skills and the California Achieve-
ment Test. Attitudinal changes were inferred from data on atten-
dance, referrals, and disciplinary action. .

hatare the indicated strengths and the limitations of the
p gram?

Desp 4same* evaluation difficulties occasioned by changes in
statet iFirs, the program has been shown to be successful in
improving reading and mathematics achievement scores and in
producing positive attitude changes toward.school. Each year
the gains made by the R-3 students were significantly greater

than those of control groups and greater than growth rates
reflected by norrils.

The overall mathematics achievement gain for 1972-1973 on
the California Test of Basic Skills was two years for eight
months in the program.

Highest gains were in Computation and Concepts
(2.3 and 1,9), and the lowest gain was in Arith?netic
Applications (1.3).

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

Information concerning the program can be obtained by
contacting: .

Ms. Pauline E. Perazzo
Herbert Hootrer Junior High t chool
1450 Naglee Avenue
San Jose, California 95126
(408) 998-6274'
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Syttems Approach
to Individualized
Instruction

Grants Pass, Oregon

Summary

The Systems Approach to Indi-
vidualizeil Instruction developed
bythe Menzanita Elementary
School, Grants Pass, Oregon,
focuses upon the provision of a
number of alternative learning
experiences which will enable
each student to progress at his,
own speed and according to his
own learning style. The program
functions well under differenti-
ated staffing, or, at lea;st, in a
physical environment which per-
mits flexibility of instruction.
Systematic instructional proce-
dures characterized by specifica-
tion of learning outcomes in be-
havioral terms, pre-testing, and
varied activities reflective of
each student's unique learning
style constitute the program.
Materials include-Mastery units
onla hierarchy of skills, instruc-
tional objectives for each skill,
pre- and post-tests for each ob-
jective, and questioning strate-
gies for the development of high-
er level thinking skills. Program
Management Units (learning
packages) are a major feature of
the Systems Approach. These
contain three and usually more
alternate routes of instruction ,

which might include: listening to
tapes, viewing filmstrips, working
with peers, meeting in need
groups, or working with tutors.

Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed to be implemented with teachers and
students in grade levels one through, six, and has been success-
fully field tested in a variety of organizational settings.

On what rationale is the program designed?

The program is designed to meet the individual needs of stu-
dents by providing alternate routes of instruction which allow
them to progress continuously toward goals which have been,
established through diagnostic assessment practices. A parallel
emphasis in the program was a differentiated staffing pattern,
wherein teachers were held accountable for the achievement
of specified performance objectives.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

A primary focus of the program is to reverse the "downward
trend" of student performance in the basic skill areas of reading,
mathematics, and written communication. Other general objec-
tives include: 1. to utilize systematic instructional procedures
which reflect preventive sfrategies in the basic skills areas; 2. to
provide for the vertical articulation of a program through un-
graded activities based upon a diagnosis of each child's needs,
interests, and learning styles, 3. to ilize developmental skills
and readiness activities for all stude s, provide for con-
tinuous progress at the point of ent into the program, 4, to
utilize a differentiated staffing pattern hat provides for account-
ability and flexible grouping procedur s.

A

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The program is organized around a hierarchical list of skills for
each concept area, with an instructional objective for each skill.
Pre and post-tests have been designed for each of the instruc-
tional objectives. Program Management Units (learning
packages) support each set of objectives, and provide learning
activities and alternate routes of instruction.

What specific objectives ate involved?

The specific objectives of this program involve mastery of
hierarchical skillsvOithin concept areas through a continuous
progress process characterized by diagnosis, the prescription
of activities matched to a particular student's needs and learning
style, and post-testing.

t.
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed to be implemented with teachers and
students in grade levels one through six, and has been success-
fully field tested in a variety of .organizational settings.

On what rationale is the program designed?

The program is designed to meet the individual needs of stu-
dents by providing alternate routes of instruction which allow
them to progress continuously toward goals which have been
established through diagnostic assessment practices. A parallel
emphasis in the program was a differentiated staffing pattern,
wherein teachers were held accountable for the achievement
of specified performance objectives.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

A primary focus of the program is to reverse the "downward
trend" of student performance in the basic skill areas of reading,
mathematics, and written communication. Other general objec-
tives include: 1. to utilize systematic instructional procedures
which reflect preventive strategies in the basic skills areas; 2. to
provide for the vertical articulation of a program through un-
graded activities based upon a diagnosis of each child's needs,
interests, and learning styles; 3. to utilize developmental skills
and readiness activities for all students, and to provide for con-
tinuous progress at the point of entry into the program; 4. to
utilize a differerhtiated staffing pattern that provides for account-
ability and flexible grouping procedures.

Oiganization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The program is organized aroand a hierarchical list of skills for
each concept area, with an instructional objective for each skill.
Pre and post-tests have been designed for each of the instruc-
tional objectives. Program Management Units (learning
packages) support each,set of objectives, and provide learning
activities and alternate routes of instruction.

What specific objectives are involved?

The specific objeetiv es of this program involve mastery of
hierarchical skills within concept areas through a continuous
progress process characterized by diagnosis, the prescription
of activities matched to a particular student's needs and learning
style, and post-testing.
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How much student time is devoted to the program?

The amount of time a student devotes to the program vanes
since it reflects his unique needs, individual style of learning,
and rate of progress toward specified objectives.

What materials are provided for the student?

Program Management Units are available for each student.
Each PMU is a self-'contained unit otistruction,, consisting of at
least three associated learning activi ieS.Materials typically con-
sist of filmstrips, audio tapes, consumable paper item, and
games.

What materials are provided for the teacher?

The teacher is provided with a hierarchical list of skills for the
various concept areas, instructional objectives for each skill in
the hierarchy, and pre and post-tests designed for each.instruc-
tional objective.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

As the program is fOunded upon the utilization of a wide range of
instructional techniques an esources, it is very open to the in-
troduction of suppleme and teacher-made materials.

What tudent assesitment mate-fulls are provided
or sug ested?

Pre and post-tesis have been designed for each instructional
objective. Also-, a-Master Skills Diagnostic Test for each of the
concept areas has been derived from pre and post-test items.

Classroom Activities

How are classes organized?
41,

The program has been successfully field tested under class-
, ..troom organizations which varied from self-contained with one

teacher to unit arrangements with differentiated staffing.

How. are the materials used?

Concept area pre-test results are utilized to piaCe studentslinto
appropriate skill levels. Pre-test scores are thus used to deter-
mine the entry point into the hierarchically arranged PMU's.
Within each designated PMU, a specific set ,of tasks is assigned
to a student. Instructional procedures for any single PMU might
include having a student work with peers, meet in a need group,
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work with a tutor, or work independently with media materials.
Upon completion of a PMU, the student takes a post-test which
he must pass with 90% mastery before moving on to the next
designated PMU. The student takes a second post-test five weeks
latei, and passing of this test constitutes mastery of a skill ac-
cording to Project criteria. When a student fails a post-
test, he is recycled through a different set of tasks in a PMU.

Are teacher aides used?

Usually. The differentiated staff team for each unit consists of
an instructional leader, a staff teacher, an instructional aide,
and a general aide. The instructional aide is responsible for
working with students, and also does routine supervisory activ-
ities. The general aide works with the children, but is also re-
sponsible for much of the clerical work. However, the program
has been successfully field-tested in a school that did not have
aides.

How is the student progress assessed? -

Monitoring of student progress is accomplished through the
tabulation of pre and post-test results. The second post-tests
are utilized to determine skill retention.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

Although the program was developed inia "open envir
situation under a differentiated staffing pa arrange
is not a requirement for the implementation o

Is special equipment needed?

One playback cassette per 9 students, and several filmstrip
viewers per classroom.

ment"
ent, It
ram.

Is in-service training needed or suggeted?

Movement into a differentiated staffing pattern. would require
training for the instructional leader and staff teacher on the
team. Inservice training, related to the utilization of varied in-
structional procedures and a wealth of multi-media resources,
would be most helpful to the successful implementation of this
program.

What provisions are made for the special training of teachers?

The project staff has developed an inservice training procedure
This is related to the implementation of the individualized
program, within a differentiated staffing arrangement.
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What' on is or the training of teacher aides?

No sp g procedures, have been delineated.

What is the Cost of implementing the program?

The per pupil installation cost is $20.83. No additional cost is in-
volved in the maintenance, of the program.

Pram Development and Stidus

How was the, program developed? .

A Systems Approach to Individualized Instruction was
developed at the Manzanita Elementary, School, Grants Pass,
Oregon through funds provided by the-Josephine County
tchool District, and ESEA, Title III. The project involved in-
service training for the instructional leaders and staff teachers
of the differentiated staff teams in areas related to curriculum
design, systematic instructional techniques, and materials de-
velopment. ConCurrent with their training, the staff members
developed a hierarchical list of skills for concept areas, wrote in-
structional objectives for each skill and designed pre and post-
tests for eac' .f t. 'nstructional objectives. PMU's supportive
of each of objectives were then assembled.

As each, PMU was developed, a seFies of four evaluative cycl4s
was established. The PMU was -initially ,reviewed by a Project
consultant. A trial cycle was then implemented whgrein instruc-
tional-leaders documented the use of the PMU and identified

, defects or needs for modification-before it was used widely. The
third'cycle consisted of a complete record of usage for each
PMUand the performance of every child who used a given PMU
was documented. This information provided a basis fg,M6review
of PMU performance by grade leverThe final cyclettnsisted of
a validation step in which performance on 'a standardized test
was compared with PMU performance.

The evaluative cycle which involved the collection of student
performance data on each RMU revealed that the overwhelming
majority of PMU's met the 96/99 mastery criterion level es-
tablished bf the project staff. HoW9ver, the mastery level for the
math PMU's decreased in the third and fifth grades where the
percentage of PMU's meeting, the 90/90 criterion level was
found to be between seventy and eighty percent.

wpata regarding end of year attainment levels of students in
grades 1 - 6 on the PMU's in mathematics indicated a general
progression of skill attainment over the grade levels, and an in-
crease in the ranges of skill level with successive grade levels.
From this information it can be inferred that, to the extent that
the various grade groups exhibited successively greater at-,

tainments, the developers of the' project materials have
succeeding in ordering the mathematics skills hierarchically.

Table 1 shows the correlation between PMU skill level and stu-
dent performance on th'e California Achievement Test. The en-
tire collection of PMU's were treated as a large test, and the
PMU score was derived from the highest PMU attained by a stu-
dent. While the correlations between the variables show some..
variation across grade levels, there is no correlation below .55,
and the range, extends to .83. In testing the statistical
significance of these oorrelations, all, were found to be
significantly greater than 0 at the .01 level.

Table

Correlations*Between Student Attainment on PMU's
and Performance, on a Standardized Test

Grade N r
1 58 - .72
2 73 .72
3 63 .83
4 80 .60
5 77 .74
6 69 .61

What is the status of the present program?

At the present time, the program is 'fully operational at the
Manzanita Elementary School. In. mathematics, 230 sequential
skills have been identified with accompanying instructional ob-
jectives, and PMU's have been developed across all grade
levels.

Program Evaluation

How has the preigram been evaluated?

Project evaluation Was accomplished by means of a contractual
Actaftgivnent with the Audit and Evaluation Section of the

''Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. The evaluation
plan was jointly developed by the project staff and members of
the NWREL evaluation team. Project staff members were
'responsible for the implementation of the data collection and
'data re tion procedures. The data analysis and reporting
functio were carried qut by the evaluation team members.
The acts of the program on the participating students were
measured in two ways. Alternate forms of a standardized test
were administered to all students on a pre and post-test basis.
Differences between pre and post-test performance were com-

ted and tested for Significance. In addition, grade level mean
,ores from the years immediately preceding the project
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viifire,used as a baseline against which project accomplishments
were Measured.

What were the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

Table 2 represehts comparative data of Fall baseline group per-
formance for the years 1968, 1969 and 1971 and project stu-
dents' Fall 1972 and Fall 1973 mean performance on the
California Achievement test. The scores indicate a general
reversal of declining performance trends which were apparent
in the baseline data.

Another comparison involves stlent performance pn pre and
post-tests during the project yea . Table 3 indicate 0 the gams
made by the project students during a seven month period of
time between Fall, 1971 and Spring, 1972.

While The average amount of gain in mastery. ere rom
group to group, a statistically significant gain occurred at each
grade level, The lowest levels of gain, while still statistically
significant, occurred at the fifth grade level. Project staff
members therefore felt that this finding, coupled with results of
PMLJ performance data, indiCated a need for strengthening the
program at the fifth grade level.

Table 2

Manzanita Elementary School:
1968, 1969, 1971, 1972, and 1973

California Achievement Test Results:
Arithmetic (Grade Level Equivalent)

o Entire Class
+ Continuing Project Students

New Students Entering Project During Fall
* Results Reported in Terms of Group Means;

Standard Deviation not Calculated Directly

.t

Grade
Fall
1968°

Fall
1969

Fall*
1971

Fall
19, 2°

Fall
1972+

Fall
19724

Fall
1973

Fall
1973+

Fall
197d

2 N = 57 20 88 71 N/A N/A 83 49 14.
Mn= 2,20 2.14 2.01 2.04 N/A N/A 2.39 2.43 2.28
SD= A9 .46 - .42 N/A N/A .85 .85 .90

3 N = 36 58 47 79 49 23 80 82 18
Mn= 3.83 3.44 3.23 3.83 3.75 ' 3.35 ' 3.63 3.71 3.35
SD= .52 .58 - .88 .75 A8 .85 .60 .77'-

4 N = 75 84 70 88 44 20 87 82 27
Mn= 4.65 4.80 4.00 4.59 4.53 4.55 4 85 4.84 4.88
SD= .74 77 - .83 .93 .56 83 .83 .84

5 N = 59. 89 88 83 59 20 79 58 21
Mri = 5.43 5.07 4.89 5.28 5.24 5.40 5.59 5.88 5.40
SD= .80 .80 - .73 .71 75 87 .89 87

6 N = 75 79 68 75 53 15 77 52 25
- Mn= 6.32 8.06 5.84 8.01 8.07 581 6.21 8.30 802

SD= .75 .80 - .79 .82 80 95 .84 1.13
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Table 3

Gains In Project Students Achievement on
California Achievement Test In Grade Equivalent Levels
Manzantta Elementary School, 1971, 1972,

Grade
Level

Mean
Difference
(post-pre) 4, t'

2 1.21 66 15.34
3 .95 47 16.30
4 1.06 70 15.68
5 .66 66 11.14
6 .96 68 19.57

*Significant at .01 level

Test dates: October, 1971, Way, 1972

Useful Information

Where.can the program be obtained?

Information about the program can be obtained from:
. Josephine County School District

Manzanita Elementary School
"A Systems Approach to Individualized Instruction"
310 San Francisco Street
Grants Pass, Oregon 97526
(503) 479-6313

What systems in New Jersey are familiar with the program?

There is no indication that any school district in New Jersey is
utilizing the program.

References

Manzanita Project Final Evaluation Report, 1973
(Mimeographed)

Mark Greene and Judy Recer: Supplementary Evaluation Report:
Audit and Evaluation Section Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory. (Mimeographed)

Mark Greene and Ann Helmick. Manzanita Project Final Evalu-
ation Report. Audit and Evaluation Section Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, July, 1974. (Mimeographed)
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Utah System
Approach To
Individualized
Learning

Salt Lake City, Utah

Summary

The U-Sail Math Project, Utah
System Approach to individual-
ized Learning, has been an eight-
distnct consortium effort in Utah
to establish a K-12 individualized
learning system. Presently, the
focus has been on development
at the K-6 levels. The system
consists of teacher-managed.
self instruction cumculum prod-
ucts for individualizing instruc-
tion in a diagnostic prescriptive
framework, an instructional man-
agement information system. and
in-service administrator and staff
development programs.

(
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

Instructional and staff development materials have been design-
ed to aid in the establishment of individualized instruction for
children at the K-6 levels.

On what rationale is, the program designed?

The project began on the premise that, within the framework of
the regular classroom, it is possible to individualize instruction.

The motivation behind the program is an effort to create a
reasonably low-cost program of individualization which could be
implemented in varying kinds of school buildings and with
different staffing patterns.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The basic goal of the U-Sail Math Program is to create a
humanitarian form of education, tailored to the needs of children
in an individualized environment. The program also aims to
reflect the range of individual differences among professional
staff members Other objectives involve the implementation of
diagnostic-prescriptive procedures and classroom manage-
ment techniques, the resourceful use of human and material
resources, and the wise acquisition of additional program
supports.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The essence of the U-Sail math program evolves from the
philosophy of concept mastery. The program consists of seven-
teen broad concept areas which have been subdivided into
eighty-six specific concepts These are arranged in a scope and
sequence which builds from the simple to the more complex
aspects of the concept area. The eighty-six specific concepts
have been transformed into 134 learning pacs (lexes) for
teachers and students with pre and post-tests alruiable for each
concept.

What specific objectives are invoiv

The specific objective the progra involve teaching for con)
cept mastery thraug ndividual asses mot and learning tasks
appropriate to each child's needs. The sidtetnatic approach
seeks to enable teachers to manage the total gibup ile effec-
lively teaching individual children within the group.
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

Instructional and staff development materiais have been ciesign-
ed to aid in the establishment of individualized instruction, for
Children at the K-6 levels.

On what rationale is the program designed?

The project began on the premise that, within the framework of
the regular classroom, it is possible to individualize instruction.

The motivation behind the program is an effort to create a
reasonably low-cost program of individualization which could be
implemented in varying ktri4 of school buildings and with
different staffing patterns.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The basic goal of the U-Sail Math Program is to create a
humanitarian form of education, tailored to the needs of children
in an individualized environment. The program also aims to
reflect the range of individual differences among professional
staff members Other objectives involve the implemeptation of
diagnostic-prescriptive procedures and classroom manage-
ment techniques, the resourceful use of human and material
resources, and the wise acquisition of additional program
supports.

Orgeniiation and Materials

How is the program organized?

The essence of the U-Sall math program evolves from the
philosophy of concept mastery The program consists of seven-
teen broad concept areas which have been subdivided into
eighty-six specific concepts These are arranged in a scope and
sequence which builds from the simple to the more complex
aspects of the concept area The eighty-six specific concepts
have been transformed into 134 learning pacs (lexes) for
teachers and students with pre and post-tests available for each
concept.

What specific objectives are involved?

The specific objectives of the program involve teaching for con-
cept mastery through individual assessment and learning tasks
appropriate to each chilcrs needs. The systematic approach
seeks to enable teachers to manage the total group while effec-
tively teaching individual children within the group.
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How much student time is devoted to the prograth?

A student involved in LI-SAIL has several alternatives for using
his time andenergy.during the school day. He might be involved
irt large-group instruction, small-group instruction, one-to-one
instruction with an adult, one-to-one instruction with a student,
or individual work with worksheets, 1160ks, games or audio-
visual materials. The organization emphasizes structure of time
and space within an environment in which the student is given
guidelines and boundaries for planning and carrying out his own
decisions.

What mat als are provided for the stude4/

Learner ritten for student use consist of foxes designed to
guide the le er as he works toward concept mastery. The lex
forma] vat' ; but has the following elements: a list of materials,
step by step instructions, and necessary worksheets. Examples
of learner lexes are the following:

a. manipulative lexes designed to guide the learner toward con-
cept mastery by using concrete objects

b symbolic lexes designed to provide practice or drill in using
the concept

c Intereit-centered lexes which capitalize on interest centers
which may be learning ,stations or guided discovery centers

What materials are provided for the teacher?

Teacher pacs parallel each of the learner pm.. They detail The
concept to'be learned and the learner objective, identify the
competency needed', specify the instructional'arid managerial
procedures, and prescribe pages from standard textbooks. Pre

\- and post assessment tests are also included. The teacher lexes
a -miler to suggested activities found in many textbooks, and
prove e for vocabulary, general concept review, structured
practice using new ideas, and reinforcement activities. The
program also provides the teacher with several assessment
pacs designed for review of concepts taught at a lower level.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

Although the program utilizes commercial and teacher-made
materials, it also encourages a teacher to create materials or ac-
tivities that will enrich or extend ,his students' study of a par-
ticular mathematical concept.

available to measure retention of concepts ta t at a lower level.

Classroom Activities

How are classes organized?

The program is not dependent upon a specific kind of organiza-
tion and will function equally well in open space buildings or in
self-contained classrooms. However, alt eiements of the en-
vironment must be flexible, and time, space, and materials are
organized to provide for optimal utilization. The physical

-arrangement must allow students to work in large groups, small
groups, or independently, and to be free to move around the
room. Central cataloging of materials allows teachers to share
all curriculum products. A simple retrieval system must be in-
stalled in order to quickly locate resources. Within each
classroom, student materials should be organized into easy
access areas.

How are the materials used?

The teacher administers pre-tests to assess a student's level of
concept understanding. Based upon these results, a program of
study isprescribed, utilizing the teacher and learner pacs which

, are coded for each concept. At this point a student may be
recycled for review, or moved on to a new concept cycle.

Are teacher aides used?

Teacher aides may be used, but are not necessary.

How is student progress assessed?

Student progress is assessed through pre and post-tests which
are provided with each teaching pac. _Retention of concepts
taught at a lower level is measured through periodic assessment
tests.

What student assessment materials are provided
or suggested?

Pre and posttests are provided with each teaching pac to
assess student mastery of concepts. Assessment tests are also
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Implementation Requirements and ProvisionS

Are 'special facilities needed?

Special. facilities are not needed.

Is special equipment needed?

Special equipment is not needed.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

Installation procedures which involve teachers and ad-
ministrators in pre-school and in-service seminars are needed.
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The U-SAIL program requires skill in classroom management
and methods for Individualizing the classroom environment.

What provisions are made for the special training of teachers?

The system Consists of an individualized staff development
program which provides for. phasing into the program on a step-
by-step basis. The heart of the in-service mathematics program
centers around the process of diagnosing individual learner
needs and prescribing appropriate learning. experiences.

What provision is made for training teacher aides?

No provision is made.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

The cost of implementation vanes in terms of what is already
available in a school. The project staff has identified an approxi-
mate cost of .S6.00 per pupil, for the basic K-6 program. This
does not include capital outlay items which schools may or may
not choose to purchase. The developers foresee an increased
cost in the program for 1974, due to price increases for paper.

Program Development

How was the program developed?

euppo y ESEA, Title III, the U-SAIL;project -deireloped as
an eight school district consortium effort in the state of Utah to,
create a K-12 individualized learning system. The districts which
represented approximately seventy percent of the children in
the state were Davis, Granite, Iron, Jordan, Murray, Provo, Salt
Lake, and Tooele School Districts. During March Of 1973, a U.S.
Office of Education special audit identified U-SAIL asa validated
project of exemplary nature.

What is the status of the present program?

The mathematics program is operational in 24 elementary
*tools in 11 distracts in The, State of Utah, and in 12 elementary
schools in edistricts in Arizona. The consortium of districts are
presently planning continued development and. refinement at
the K-6.1eyersand development on a X-12 basis,

Program Evaluation
r

How has the program been evaluated?

'During 19713,, the U-SAIL project staff monitored student perfor-
mance in shtfeen Utah elementary schools, eight experimental

and eight control. Random samples of students were drawn at.
each grade tevei in participating schools resulting in a total ex-
perimental N of 526 and a control N of 556. Measurement
techniques included the use of the Stanford Achievement Test
administered to grades 1-6, as well as indices of affective out-
comes In a project constructed measure, the Student Attitude
and Activity Survey--(SAAS).

What were the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

Analysts of the achievement test resulted showed that the U-
SAIL experimental students continued to perform as well as or
better than the controls at most grade levels on the Stanford
Achievement Tests. When the achievement results were ana-
lyzed, the experimental students demonstrated higher mean

__grade scoret on seven out of ten Stanford scales at grade 4,
sight out of nine scales at grade 5, and seven out of nine
scales at grade 6.

SAAS results revealed consistent differences favoring ex-
perimental students on scales measuring affective outcomes
and various aspects of program implementation. The rvey
results suggested that U-SAIL students felt better ab ut
themselves, were more independent and responsibl and en-
joyed school and math more than the control stude

Useful Information

Where can the prOgram be obtained?

Individuals Interested in obtaining further I ormation about this
program should contact:

Carma M. Hales
c/o Utah System Approach to Individualized Learning

0, 1421 South 2200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108
Telephone: (801) 487 -1344

What school districts iri New Jersey are familiar with the
program?

None have been identified.

References

Descriptive information provided by the project staff.
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Individualized
Computational Skills
Program

Houghton Mifflin Co.
Boston, Mass.

Summary

The Individualized Computational
Skills Program (ICSP) is a sup-
plementary ungraded mathema-
tics program designed to help
students in grades 1- 9 who are
weak in computational skills: it
can be used with any basic math-
ematies-programin-a-grade
ungraded setting, Th'd heart of
ICSP is the Sdquential Skills Out-
line which lists and describes
1p sequential computational
skills from those taught in the
primary grades to those involv-
ing operations with whole num-
bers, fractions, decimals, and
percents Ali other program
components are keyed to this
outline.
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

ICSP is designed for use with students in grades 1 - 9.

On what rationale is the program designed?

ICSP is founded upon '& rationale that allows a student to move
bac4s and forth and in and out of any skill area according to his
individual needs. Designed as a supplementary program that is
diagnostic-prescriptive, its flexibility permits its use in both un-
graded or graded classroom settings.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The primary goal of ICSP is to provide a supplementary
mathematics program to help students who are weak in specific
computational skills, howeVer, it may also be used with students
at or above grade level. -

Organization and Materials

How is the rprogram organized?

The progfam is organized around the following components:

Sequential Skills Outline - lists and describes the 123 skills
covered in ICSP. These are grouped into twelve basic skill areas
which are arranged in order of difficulty.

Arithmetic Skills Inventories - assess student abilities in each
skill area. -

Student Arithmetic Record Card - indicates the nukiber of skills
for each of the -twelve skill areas and provides spaces where
teachers.place a check or date to show-a student has completed
a skill.

Drill and Practice Sheets - provide &total of 460 pages of com-
putational skill practice.

Teaching Models - student oriented explanations and examples
of how to perform in relation to each skill.

Computation Tests - standardized tests that can be used to
determine a student's grade equivalence and proficiencies.

Optionally included in the program are a Student Arithmetic
Record Sheet, Class Profile Chart, Student Prescription Sheet,
and Student Monthly Work Record.
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A Computer-Assisted Instruction Ver
computer is available. This componen
records on each class and each stud

What specific objectives are involve

The specific objectives of ICSP involv
which are grouped into the following

Skill Areas

Basic Skills
Whole Number Addition
Whole Number Subtraction 1

Whole Number Multiplication 1

Whole Number Division
Erection Basic Skills

How much student time is devoted t

Because ICSP is by nature a supple
amount of time a student devotes to it
his individual needs and competenci

What materials are provided for the

The student is provided with the drill
ed to master a designated skill. If de
supplied with a record sheet to char

What materials are provided for the

The teacher is supplied with all the n
record forms, and instructional mod:
the program fully.

How open is the program to supplem
materials?

Due to the fact that ICSP is a supplem
pebble With any textbook series. 0th
supplementary resources may also b
with it.

What student assessment materials
AK, suggested?

Computation tests are provided as we
Record Card on which a teacher rec
on eack,student. A student may recor
on a Student Arithmetic Record Sheet
Record form and a Class Profile Chart
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Nature of the Progiain

For whom is the program designed?

ICSP is designed for use with students in grades 1 - 9.

On what rationale is the program designed?

ICSP is founded upon a rationale that allows a student to move
back and forth andin and out of ank'skill area according to his
individual needs. Designeg as a supplementary program that is
diagnostic-prescriptive, itt flexibility permits its use in both un-
leaded or graded classroom settings.

.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

The primary goat of ICSP is to provide a supplementary
mathematics program to help students who are weak in specific
computational skills; however, it may also be used with students
at or above grade level.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The program is organized around the following 'components:

Sequential .Skills Outline - lists and describes the 123 skills ,

covered in ICSP. These are grouped into twelve bask skill areas
which are arranged in order of difficulty.

Arithmetic Skills Inventories - assess student abilities in each
skill area.

.

Student Arithmetic RecOrd Card - indicates the number of skills
for each of the twelve skill areas and provides spaces where
teachers place a check or date to show a student has completed
a Skill.

Drill and PractiCe Sheets - provide a total of 460 pages of com-
putational skill practice.

Teaching Models - student oriented explanations and examples
of how to perform in relation to each skill.

Computation Tests - standardized tests that can be used to
determine a student's grade equivalence and proficiencies.

Optionally included in the program are a Student Arithmetic
Record Sheet, Class Profile Chart, Student Prescription Shept,

.and Student Monthly Work Record.
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A Computer-Assisted Instruction Version of ICSP exists if a
computer is available. This component can be:used to maintain
records on each class and each student.

What specific objectives are involved?

The specific objectives of ICSP involve the acquisition of skills
which,are grouped into the following areas:

Skill Areas Number of Skills

Basic Skills
Whole Number Addition
Whole Number Subtraction
Whole Number Multiplication
Whole Number Division
Fraction Basic Skills

25
9

10
12
9

15

How much student time is devoted to the program?

Because ICSP is by nature a supplementary program, the
amount of time a student devotes to it is primarily a reflection of
his individual needs and competencies.

What inaterialtisre provided for the student?

The student is provided with the drill and practice sheets need-
ed to master a designated skill. If desired, a student can be
supplied with a record sheet to chart his Own progress.

What materials are provided for the teacher?

The teacher is supplied with all the necessary packaged te,ste.
record forms, and instructional models needed to implenfent
the program fully.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

Due to the fact that ICSP is a supplementary program, it is com-
patible with any textbook series. Other teacher-niade or.
supplementary resources may also be used in conjunction
with it.

What student assessment materials are provided
or suggested?

Computation tests are provided as well as a Student Arithmetic
Record Card on which a teacher "records skill completion data
on each student, A student may record his own rate of progress
on a Student Arithmetic Record Sheet. A Student Monthly Work
Record forth and a Class Profile Chart are also available.
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Classroom Activities

How are classes organized?

There is no set classroom organizational policy. The program,
may be used in graded or-ungraded arrangements.

How are materials used?

The Arithmetic Skills Inventory is administered to determine a
student level of skill proficiency, and the results are recorded'
in the Student Arithmetic Record Card. A student then begins to
work on the drill and practice sheets for the appropriate skill

...area. The sheets are developmental, and if a student can com-
plete the last sheet in a, given area with an acceptable level of
proficiency (80% or better), he does not need to complete the
preceding exercises. As the student progresses in the program,
review tests are available in each skill area which may be ad-
minstered to the student who (1) has completed a skill area, or
(2) needs to review the skills. A computation test is used to
determine a student's grade equivalence or mathematics skill
proficiency.

Are teacher aides used?

It is not necessary to use teacher aides.

How is student progress assessed?

The teacher monitors student progress through the use of tests
which are packaged with the program components. Test data
are recorded on appropriate forms.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No special facilities are needed unless the computer assisted
instruction version is implemented which !squires a computer
terminal.

Is special equipment needed?

A computer is needed for the computer assisted instruction
version of ICSP.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

Orientation-type training is suggested by the distributors of the
program.
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What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

Introductory conferences are provided for staff members using
the program by Houghton Mifflin Company.

What provision is made for training of teacher aides?

No special provision is offered.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

Classrooms using ICSP for the first time will probably want to
start with the starter sets indicated below These sets contain
all necessary testing, diagnostic, drill, and record keeping
material for initial usage.
Prices are as follows:

Primary Starter Set $45,
Starter Set A, Grades 3 or 4 $72.
Starter Set B. Grades 5 or 6 $126
Starter Set C, Grades 7-12 $126.

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The program was originally developed under Title I in Flint,
Michigan where it was called the Continuous Progress Elemen-
tary Mathematics Program. The developers, Bryce R. Shaw and
Petronella M. W. Hiehle, focussed on the creation of a
supplementary program in computational skills with diagnostic,
practice, review, and assessment components

What is the status of the present program?

Program development is complete and it is being distr buted
nationally by Houghton Mifflin Co.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been eval ed?

During program development, th, athematic Department of
the Flint Community Schools, Flint, Michigan, monitored the ac-
tual growth in participating students' computation scores as
measured by both the ICSP Computatil5n Tests and The SRA
Standarized Achievement Tests.

What were the indicited strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

ICSP Computation test data revealed that for grade levels three
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through six, the actual gain in computation exceeded the e-
lapsed time between pre and post-tests. The average gain for
students in grapes three through six ovt% seven month period
of time was 10:2 months. SRA Standardiz Achievement Test
data showed that the intrqduction of the Continuous Progress
Elementary iaathematics Program resulted in improved com-
putation achievement in the Flint Community Schools from
1966-67 through 1971-72. At the sixth grade level, students were
eight months below grade level in 1966-67 and reached national
norms by 1971-1972.

Thiid 'grade students tested in 1-968-69 were testectin the sixth
grade in 1971-72. Normal gain expectancy for these students
(one month achievement for one month instruction) would have
been 21 months. These students gained 22 months in Reason-
ing, 17 months in Concepts; and 20 months in Computation or
105%, 81%, and 95% actual to expected gain. This average

,gain of 19 8 months is 93% of normal expected gain. These data
must be interpreted in light of the fact that ICSP is a supplemen-
tary program for under achievers. The data revealed that the ,

students who benefited most from the program were those who
were one or more years below grade level on arithmetic com-
putation achievement.

ICSP strengths are that the program readily adapts to any
mathematics program, requires minimal record keeping, does
not require teacher aide assistance, and implementation costs
are low. However, motivational charts, posters, or tapes are
lacking, and adequate challenges for the gifted student are not
provided.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

Houghton Mifflin Company
Boston, Massachusetts
(8171 725-5000

References

"ICSP Test Scores and Validation (Feld Note F-546), Houghton
Mifflin, June, 1973

"Teacher's ManUal, Individualized Computational Skills
Program" Houghton Mifflin, 1972.
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Pennsylvania
Retrieval of
Information for
Mathematics
Education Systems

Established by Pennsylvania
Department of Education

Summary

The Pennsylvania Retrieval of
Information for Mathematics Ed-
ucation System (PRIMES). is an
information forage and retneval
system designed to assist local
school districts within the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania with
cumculum development activi-
ties in elementary school math-
ematics. PRIMES uses computer
and microfilming processes to
make extensive data available to
local school districts in order to
facilitate wise curriculum deci-
sions: To assist schools in utiliz-
ing such data meaningfully,
PRIMES has developed system-
atized services and teacher
manuals for *Alining and sup-
porting local leadership in cur-
riculum development activities.
The database ipCludes informa-
tion about textbooks, proper use
of achievement tests, modifica-
tion through behavioral objec-
tives, viable curriculum practices,
relevant audio-visual materials,
panip.ulative devices, significant
reseazO,studies, and useful in-
strudtional models for curriculum
implementation.

PRIMES services are free of
charge to a!! schoo: districts with-
in the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-,
vania. Out of state school dis-
tricts may receive free consulta-
tion from PRIMES at various re-
gional centers. A school distnct
may contract for use of the sys-
tem for a rate between one and
two thousarKI dollars.

t
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for all elementary st hoot districts in-
terested in either .improving or totally revising their present
mathematics program after an assessment of student and com-
munity needs.

On what rationale is the program designed?

Changes in mathematics instruction have been motivated by the
recognition that mathematics is a system and, therefore, the
teaching of mathematics must reflect systematic ways of thinking.
Traditional instruction, with ita emphasis,on rote memory for
skills and problem solving, has not stressed this "systems"
aspect of mathematics. In many instances, secondary students ,

confronted with abstract processes and concepts have been un-
able to make necessary applications of the concrete to the
abstract. This would have been relatively simple if concepts
process and structure had been an integral part of the elemen-
tary mathematics instruction. Piecemeal changes in curriculum
or instruction cannot accomplish the objectives which would
result from systematically restructuring the total mathematics
program. PRIMES activities are intended to facilitate a com-
prehensive, systematic design fora mathematics curriculum.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

PRIMES aims are: 1. to develop and maintain a. data, base of in-
structional and evaluation materials in elementary school
mathematicS; 2. to assist mathematics .committees of local
school districts in systematic curriculum development; 3. to
effect changes in classroom instruction by implementing
stimulating curriculum materials produced by committees; 4. to
outline the major responsibilities of the agencies collaborating
within the system as shown in Table I.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The Pennsylvania Department of Education is responsible for
the development of PRIMES as, a system involving services and
materials. Regional centers have been established to provide
advisors and program materials to local school districts. In sum-
mary, development activities at the Department of Education in-
clude:

1. Creatjng a data base by analyzing or classifying the instruc-
tional and evaluative materials which were commercially
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

The program is designed for all elementary school districts in-
terested in either improving or totally revising their present
mathematics program after an assessment of student and com-
munity needs.

On what rationale is the program designed?

Changes in mathematics instruction have been motivated by the
recognition that mathematics. Is a system and, therefore, the
teaching of mathematics must reflect systematic ways of thinking.
Traditional instruction, with its emphasis on rote memory for
skills and problem solving, has hot stressed this "s ,'stems"
aspect of mathematics. In many instances, secondary studenti
confronted with abstract processes and concepts have been un-
able to make necessary applications of the concrete to the
abstract. This would have been relatively simple if concepts
process and structure had been an integral part of the elemen-
tary mathematics instruction. Piecemeal changes in curriculum
or instruction cannot accomplish the objectives which would
result from systematically restructuring the total mathematics
program. PRIMES activities are intended to facilitate a com-
prehensiVe, systematic design for a mathematics curriculum.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

PRIMES aims are; 1. to develop and maintain a data base of in-
structional and evaluation materials in elementary school
mathematic% 2. to assist mathematics committees of local
school districts in systematic curriculum development; 3. to
effect changes in classroom instrwtion by implementing
stimulating curriculum materials-produced by committees; 4. to
outline the major responsibilitieS of the agencies collaborating
within th ystem as shown in Table I.

Organ tion and Materials

How is the program organized?

The Pennsylvania Department of Education is responsible for
the development of PRIMES as a system involving services and
materials. Regional centers have been established to provide

_advisors and program materials to local school districts. In sum-
mary, development activities at the Department of Education in-
dude:

1. Creating a data base by analyzing or classifying the instruc-
tional and evaluative materials which were commercially



Table 1
PRIMES
Pennsylvania Retrieval of Informati 101 Mathematics Education System

Responsibilities of Participating Agencies

PRIMES
Department of Education Regional Center School District C,..))
1. Develops and maintains the system.

2. Trains consultants and provides con-
sultative support.

3. Develops and maintains computer ser-
vices.

4. Outlines procedures And forms for us-
ing the system.

5. Coordinates regional centers.

(-140gram organized (Cond't.)

1. Determines mathematics curriculum
needs and develops a plan of action for
curriculum service.

2. Tests and refines systematic curriculum
procedures.

3. Assists committees in preparing the
final curriculum reports.

4. Provides administrative support and
submits periodic progress reports.

1. Develops, implements and evaluates
the curriculum activity.

2. Provides time for committee meetings.

3. Provides administrative and cleric/al
assistance.

4. Duplicates the final curriculum reports.

5 Follows the' curriculum procedures
manuals.

6. Conducts an orientation for the elemen-
tary school faculty and administrative
staff to acquaint them with the com-
pleted curriculum reports.

produced for elementary schools. This base is divided into three
analysis tools:

A. List of mathematics concepts and skills
Mathematics Content Authority List

B. List of Behavioral objectives
Behavioral Objectives Authority List

C. List of mathematical terms Vocabulary Authority List

2. Analyzing textbook series and other instructional materials.
3. Developing procedures and manuals
4. Designing forms and other tools
5. Producing computer reports
6. Evaluating the effectiveness of the system

The regional center provides a mathematics adviser who:
1. Helps the school district to determine what curriculum

, products are needed and tq set a schedule for
completing them

2. Visits school districts to orient and train committee members
toofunction easily within the "system"

3. Conducts conferences to assess committee progreSs
4. Gives suggestions for refining and maintaining developmental

.activities to the Department of Education

What specific objectives are invo)ved?

The computer at the department is capable of processing a
large volume of information and selecting that which is pertinent
to the needs of a single school district. School district staff are
trained to apply procedures and the computer analysis reports
to their own local situation.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

This depends completely on the final curriculum created, with
the help of PRIMES and is thus very flexible.

What materials are provided for the students?

Materials provided for the student include student manuals,
textbook reference lists, achievement tests, and study
guides To what extent materials are used is completely
dependent on the type of curriculum developed in the
local school level.

What, m terials are provided for the teacher?

A manual replete with complete lessons is provided for all topics
in elementary mathematics, with textbook references and
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supplementary materials. Also included are sample techniques
and examples of methodolgy for the presentation of material.

How open is the program to supplementary and teacher-made
materials?

PRIMES main function is ,that of an advisory service. For this
reason, its degree of openness is limited only by the staff
decisionS regarding curriculum at the local level.

What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested?

None. Program depth is completely dependen on the
curriculum developed at the local level.

Classroom Activities

How are classes organized?

The program works well in any pattern of organization.

How are materials used?

PRIMES materials are used to the extent that district
feel a need for them as part of an integral program, or c
use them in a supplemenlary.way.

Are teacher aides used?

This depends upon the nature of the final program created with
the help of PRIMES.

How is student progress assessed?

Suggestions are made through advisement and in-service
(Manual VItesting), but the extent of assessment is deter-
mined by the type of program implemented and by the choice of
local school district staff.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

No. However, if the program is computer-assisted, as it usually
is in the planning stage, special facilities would be needed.

Is special equipment needed?

No. However, if a school district possesses special equipment, it
could be utilized.

Is in-service training needed or suggested?

In-service training is an integral part of the services provided by'
PRIMES. Regional centers have mathematics specialists whose
sole function is to train and guide local school staffs.

What provisions are made for special training of teachers?

in addition to in-service training, there are several self-training
manuals produced by PRIMES.

Each of the manuals aims to increase staff understanding of
what PRIMES can do. Recommtindations are also made about
curriculum development which is linked to the local district
needs.

What provision is made for training of teacher aides? .

Teacher aides should be included with regular staff in-service
training. If not, a program should be developed by the local.
school district: Aid in developing this latter type of prograffl

.available from the regional center staff.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

PRIMES advisory servicesiand in-service training are free of
charge to all school districts within the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania. Out-of-state school districts may receive free PRIMES
consultation at one of the regional centers, and may contract for
use of the system for rates of between one and two thousand
dollars. Actual expenditures vary considerably, depending on
the kind of end products Chosen by a district, and its skill in
utilizing ekisting manpower and facilities.

Program Development and Status

How was the program deieloped?

The original data base was collected by examining and classify-
, ing over 150 textbooks. Since this original work in 1965, hun-

dreds of additional textbooks and curriculum programs have
been classified and stored. Pilot programs were established to
determine the best procedures for setting up PRIMES. A
procedure was then developed which would allow each of the
local districts to develop the best curriculum for specific needs
and demands.

What is the status of the present program?

In the first five years that PRIMES was in operation, it served
about seventy-five school districts. During the last three years
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this number has more than doubled. PRIMES has a system of
continual improvement directly built into its organization, to the
extent that new material is always being added. Evaluations are
carried on by outside research teams to determine relevancy
and needed change. The number of regional centers is being
expanded every year, and services offered at each are being
enlarged to accommodate greater demands.

Program Evaluation

How has the program been .evaluated?

Three major evaluations of PRIMES have taken place in the last
four years. All three answered the same basic questions: 1. Did
PRIMES meet the needs of local districts? 2. Did PRIMES
answer questions and solve the problems of these districts? 3.
Did the data received by local districts have a high degree of
reliability?

What were the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

The overall results of evaluation studies indicate that PRIMES
has a reliability measure of 80% and an intra-analyst measure of
87%. This information system will satisfactorily answer
questions from local districts more than 80% of the time. The
user consistency of agreement measure was 70%. Other
strengths and weaknesses of the program center around the
local school districts ability to organize itself and make max-
imum use of materials and services supplied by PRIMES.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

PRIMES-
Department of Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17126
(717) 767-7320

What systems in New Jersey are familiar with the program?

As of the autumn of 1974 no school distritt within the State of
New Jersey has taken advantage of this service.
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Pre-Algebra
Development Center

Chicago Public Schools
Chicago, Illinois

Summary

The Pre-Algebra Develop
Center, funded by ESEA Title ,

is a special eight-week summer
program providing pupil instruc-
tion and teacher in-service train-
ing in the.Laboratory, Classroom,
Diagnosis (LCD) technique. This
technique incorporates a, corn-
binationpf laboratory experiences
in mathematics, classrootri in-
struction, diagnosis and remedi-
ation, and individualized reading
instruction. Eighth grade pupils
who vyould ordinarily enroll in es-
sent' I mathematics classes
when they reach high school are
invggllvecl in this summer program

h enables them to qualify for
ninth grade algebra. At he same'
time, groups of upper grade and
high school teachers participate
in a two-week in-service program
for training in the use of this
LCD technique. Pupils' classes
are used for observation by the
teachers. Follow-up studies are
conducted to determine the de-
gree to which teachers use the
technique in their own classes
during the regular school year.
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Nature of the Program

For whornis the program designed?

The Pre-Algebra Development Center is designed for graduate
eighth grade pupils deficient in the requisite mathematical skills
for 9th tirade algebra.

On what rationale was the program designed?

The Pre-Algebra Development Center was designed to answer
the critical need of providing remedial mathematics programs
for pre-algebra pupils. The primary emphasis of this intensive
study prograrrris that of individualization through diagnostic-
prescriptive techniques. The underlying philosophy of this pro-
gram supports the belief that academic achievement is depend-
ent upon individualized pupil success patterns which are
realized through individualized programming and close student-
teacher interaction.

What lithe general purpose of the program?

The major emphasis of the program is that of creating programs
for each pupil which can provide for immediate rem(diation of
mathematical deficiencies, create positive learning attitudes
about school, and instill positive self-concepts for each pupil.

Organization,and Materials

How is-the program organized?

The foundation of the Pre-Algebra Development Center is the
implementation of the LCD technique. Laboratory materials
are selected on the basis of their _Value to concept develop-
ment, versatility, creativity, and interest levels. The Pre-
Algebra classroom is the focal point for initiating, extending,
and evaluating a given concept."1"hrough individual diagnosis,
specific mathematics weaknesses can be determined and
follow-up prescriptive remediation material utilized.

What specific objectives are involved?*

The student development phase of the Pre-Algebra Develop-
ment Center attempts to remove the stigma of remedial mathe-
matics for underachieving eighth grade graduates. The project
staff has described the specific student objectives as:

1. Ithprove their mathematics skills and understanding.
2. Independently diagnose and remediete their individual

deficiences in mathematics.
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Nature of the Program

For whom is program designed?

The Pre-Algebra Development Center is designed fop graduate
eighth grade pupils deficient in the requisite mathematical, skills
for 9th grade algebra.

On what rationale was the(progrnm designed?

The Pre-Algebra Develop en Center was designed to answer
the critical need of providing remedial mathematics programs
for pre-algebra pupils. The primary emphasis of this intensive
study program is that of individualization through diagnostic-
prescriptive techniques The underlying philosophy of this pro-
gram supports the belief that academic achievement is depend-
ent.upon individualized pupil success patterns which are
realized through individualized programming and close student-
teacher interaction.

What is the general purpose of the program?

The major emphasis of the program is that of creating programs
for` each pupil which can provide for immediate remediation of
mathematical deficiencies, create positive learning attitudes
about school, and instill positive self-concepts for each pupil.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

The fdundation of the Pre-Algebra Development Center is the
implementation of the LCD technique. Laboratory materials
are selected on the basis of their value to concept develop-
ment, versatility, creativity, and interest levels. The Pre-
Algebra classroom is the focal point for initiating, extending,
and evaluating a given concept. Through individual diagnosis,
specific mathematics weaknesses can be determined arid
follow-up prescriptive remediation material utilized.

What specific objectives are involved?

The student development phase of the Pre-Algebra Develop-
ment Center attempts to remote the stigma of remedial mathe-
matics for underachieving eighth grade graduates. The project
staff has described the specific student objectives as:

1. Improve their mathematics skills and understanding.
2. Independently diagnose and remediate their individual

deficiences in mathematics.
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3 Improve their abilities to assess their own learning needs.
4 Translate problems from words to mathematical symbols

through such models as ratios, proportions, and equations.
5 Identify mathematics materials to add to their feisure

activities-.
6 Create models for basic mathematics concepts.
7 Mental and acaderriic preparation to meet the challenges of

regular algebra as well as those of other high school
subjects.

8 Experience the satisfaction of being successful in mathe-
matics.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

This program is a special eight1week intensive sumMer
session.

What materials are provided?

The program' provides the maj
through the teacher training p
Development Kit is available a
vidually prescribed diagnostic t
materials, and individual progre

rity of the necessary materials
gram. A computational Skills
d includes survey tests, indi-
sts, activity cards, self-help

tests.

Is the program open to supplementary and tea her made
materials?

This program requires the inclusion ofi'variety,o1 supple-
mentary materials. The training program offers instruction
in the evaluation and use of teacher made and commercially
produced materials.,

What student assessment materialsire provided?

This program.incorporates the use of a variety of diagnostic-
prescriptive instruments. The CompOtational Skills Develop-
ment Kit contains these as well as progress tests winch can be
used by both teacher and student in assessing individual needs.

Classroom Activities

How are classrooms organized?

Teaching is organized within it structure of three specific
Oases:

Laboratory - Working with mat ematics materials in a laboratory
situation, students examihe, ide , classify, and develop con-
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Diagnosis and Remediation - Studen
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materials, and progress tests to dete
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How are teacher supplements used?

No specific provisions are made for
supplements.

How are the materials used?

The laboratory phase of the program
variety of materials which are availab
Students learn to work with hand cal
student-centered; teachers provide a
sary, dependent upon the prescriptiv

How is student progress assessed?

The Diagnosis and Remediation pha
focuses on individual student assess
students are involved in this process

Implementation Requirements

Are special facilities needed or sugg

This program requires a special mat
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Is special equipment needed or sug

Equipment, mathematics laboratory
and supplies include many things th
in schools Hand or desk calculators
ment used in the laboratory.
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3 Improve their abilities to assess their owl} le.0;fling needs.
4. Translate problems from WordS:t-o-inathematical symbols

through such 'models as ratiOs,,prO-PortionS, and equations.
5 Identify mathematics materialato add to their leisure

activities.
6 'Create models for basic mathematics concepts.

-7 Mental and academic preparation to meet the challenges of
regular algebra as well as those of other high school
subjects.

8 Experience the satisfaction of being successful in mathe-
matics.

How much student time is devoted to the program?

This program is a special eight-week intensive summer .
session,

What materials are provided?

The program provides the majority of thr necessary materials
through the teacher training program. A computational Skills
Development Kit is available and includes survey tests, indi-
vidually prescribed diagnostic tests, activity cards, self-help
materials, and individual progress tests.

Is the program open to supplementary and teacher made
materials?

.A

This program requires the inclusion of a variety of supple-
mentary materials. The training program offers instruction
in the evaluation and use of teacher made and commercially
produced.materials.

What student assessment materials are provided?

This program incorporates the use of a variety of diagnostic -
prescriptive- instruments. The Computational Skills Develop-
ment Kit contains these as well as progress tests which can be
used by both teacher,and student in assessing individual needs.

Classroom Activities

How are classrooms organized?

Teaching is organized within a structure of three specific
phases:

Laboratory - Working with mathematics materials in a laboratory
situation, students examine, identify, classify, and develop con-
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crete models for problematic situations. Findings are trans-.
ferred into the language of mathematics.
Classroom - The pre-Algebra classroom provides the setting
for group instruction. It is the focal point for initiating, extend-
ing, and evaluating a given concept. Although this phase is
similar to the traditionah classroom, the student-centered influ-
ence of the other two phases can be seen in the instructional
approaches used.
Diagnosis and Remediation - Students work independently,
the teachers being available to help when needed. Materials
used in this phase include instruments for diagnosing specific
mathematics weaknesses, follow-up prescriptive remediation
materials, and progress tests to determine the effectiveness
of remediation measures.

How iare teacher supplements used?

No specific provisions are made for the use of teacher
supplements.

How are the materials, used?

The laboratory phase of the program provides students with a
variety of materials which are available to students by choice.
Students learn to work with hand calculators, All activities are
student-centered; teachers provide assistance, where neces-
sary. dependent upon the prescriptive program of each student.

How is student progress assessed?

The Diagnosis and Remediation phase of the LCD technique
focuses on individual student assessment. Both teachers and
students are involved in this process.

linplemeliation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

This program requires a special mathematics laboratory as well
as classroom space for traditional instruction.

Is special equipment needed or suggested?

Equipment, mathematics laboratory materials, text materials
and supplies include many things that are presently available
in sohools Hand or desk calculators are the only special equip-
ment used in the laboratory.
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Is in-service training needed or suggested?
,

Initial program implementation is dependent upon the training
of a core of teachers in each district. A multiplier effect occurs
when teachers assume the responsibility for training other
teachers in their district.

What provisions are made for special training bf teachers?

Training is provided during the eight-week summer session of
the,program. Teachers are required to spend two weeks ob-
serving and working within the structure of the program in
action.

What provisions are made for training of teacher-supplements?

No provisions are made for training of teacher-supplements.

What is the cost of implementing the program?

The following is the project s estimate for beginning one center
to serve 80 pupils and train 12 teachers:

i .
4 math teachers for 8 week
1 reading teacher for 8 weers
4 math replacement teache s for 7 weeks
1 head teacher ,

itEquipment
r

Special materials
Supplies

$9,600.
2,400.
8,400.
2,400.
2,000.
2,400.
1,000.

$28,200

Program Development and Status

How was the program de4loped?

The Pre-Algebra DevelopMent Center was developed in
Chicago in 1971 under a Title III ESEA grant.

et

What is the present status of the program?

In 1973, the Pre-Algebra Project was validated arid is currently
expanding under extensions of the.original grant.

Program EValuation

How has the program been evaluated?

Evaluation was based on the following specific program
objectives:

1. Students will improve their abilities to perform the basic
operations with numbers.

2. Students will obtain a score or stanine four or higher on the
Stanford Achievement Test, Form W.

The strength of the program with respeCt to specific goals is
demonstrated in the evaluation data. Evaluation occurred over
a twb year period and in each case reports the findings of pre-
testing pupils upon entrance into the program, 1971-1973,
and post-testing at the end of the eight week session.
In evaluating the first objective, scores on the Metropolitan
Achievement tests were significant at the .01 le4r vel during both
years reported.
With respect to the second objective, eighty-five percent of the
participating students obtained a stanine of four or higher in
1972. Eighty percent of the participating students obtained a
stanine of four or more in 1973.

What are the indicated strengths and weaknesses of the
program?

This nationally validated program has been proven as highly
successful and shows every indication of continued develop-
ment and future success. Program implementation is readily
accomplished and, through the multiplier effect, can expand
within a district at a minimal cost.

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

Dorothy S. Strong, Project Director
1750 East 71 Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601
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Prescriptive
Mathematics
Inventory

CTB/McGraw Hill
- Monterey, California

Summary

The Prescriptive Mathematics
Inventory (PMI) is a criterion ref-
erenced test based upon a born-
prehensive inventory of learning
objectives keyed to standard
textbooks and formulated in be-
havioral terms Results are re-
ported in terms of specific in-
structional objectives found in
the basic mathematics curricu-
lum. Student performance is or-
ganized and displayed in an eas-
ily interpretable diagnostic
matrix.

.Ir

Nature of the Program t

For whom is the program designed?

PMI is designed for students in grades 4-8.

On what rationale is the program designed?

PMI is designed to provide students and teachers with specific
diagnostic and prescriptive information regarding mathematics
objectives mastered and not yet mastered.

What are the gener s and objectives of the grogram?

PMI can betised.prior to instruction to provide assessment, of a
student by measuring his mathematical knowledge, and
diagnosing his individual weaknesses. PMI can be used after in-
struction to evaluate student progress toward the mastery of the
objectives in which he was deficient. PMI is intended to be a tool
for individualizing instruction for all students, and it can also be
used to develop remedial or enrichment activities. .

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

PMI is organized around the following components:

The Practice Exercises containing sample problems which give
the student experience in marking answer grids. ,

The Test and Answer Booklets. These are published in four
levels which test objectives usually geared to grades 4-5, 5-6, 6-
7, and 7-8.

The Examiner's Manbals correspond to each test and answer
booklet, providing instructions for administering the PMI.

The Teacher's Guide provides a descriptiOn of PMI, listing the
objectives measured at each level, giving information on how to
use the reports, and suggesting classroom activities for achiev-
ing some of the objectives measured by the test.

The Guide. to Ancillary Materials keys the PMI objectives to
specific learning materials, other than textbooks. Suggestions
would be helpful to the teacher in developing a mathematics
laboratory.

The individual Diagnostic Matrix is a chart which displays, for
each student, the objectives he has mastered and those yet to
be mastered. It lists all the objectives which are measured by the
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specific PMI administered.. A plus
objective the student has mastered
objective he has not mastered.

The Class Diagnostic Matrix is a c
results for the entire class by drovi
students who mastered each objec

The Individual Study Guide. The g
classroom instruction for each stu
which he has, not mastered. Used in
dozen textbook series to whi6 the
guide refers to pages in the text whe
tives can be found.

The Class Grouping Report is a ch
the class according to common de
skills, and provides references to
teach-these skills. The chart make
identify groups of students who re
particular areas, and those who ca
tivities or enrichment materials.

0

The Master Reference Guide provi
pages in a particular textbook whic
achiel.ved on any single level of the
all pages on which the objective is r
tested. The reference guide facilita
tions for individual students who fi
listed in the individual study guide
ihg the objective.

What specific objectives are invol

The four levels.of PMI encompass 3
traditional and contemporary math
those objectives most generally tau
items sample various levels of diffi
areas represented.

How much student time is deivot

PMI components are designed to
elementary mathematics programs
then the 2-3 hour testing period r
referenced tests cannot be determ

What materials are provided for t

Each student has practice exercise
an individual diagnostic matrix ch
guide.
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Nature of the Program

For whom is the program designed?

PMI is designed for students in grades 4-8.

On what rationale is the program designed?

PMl is designed to provide students and teachers with specific
diagnostic and prescriptive information regarding mathematics
objectives mastered and not yet mastered.

What are the general goals and objectives of the program?

PMI can be used.prior to instruction to provide assessment of a
student by measuring his mathematical knowledge, and
diagnosing his individual weaknesses. PMI can be used after in-
struction to evaluate student progress toward the mastery of the
objectives in which he was deficient. PMI is intended to be a tool
for individualizing instruction for all students, and it can also be
used to develop remedial or enrichment activities.

Organization and Materials

How is the program organized?

PMI is organized around the following components.

The Practice Exercises containing sample problems which give
the student experience in marking answer grids3

The Test and Answer Booklets. These are published in four
levels which test objectives usually geared to grades 4-5, 5-6, 6-
7, and 7-8.

The Examiner's Manuals correspond to each test and answer
booklet, providing instructions for administering the PMI.

SIGe

The Teacher's Guide prOvides a description of PMI, listing the
objectives measured at each level, giving information on how to
use the reports, and suggesting classroom activities for achiev-
ing some of the objectives measured by the test.

The Guide to Ancillary Materials keys the PMI pbjectives to
specific learning materials, other than textbooks. Suggestions
would be helpful to the teacher in developing a mathematics
laboratory.

The Individual Diagnostic Matrix is a chart which displays, for
each student, the objectives he has mastered and those yet to
be mastered It lists all the objectives which are measure by the
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specific PMI administered. A plus sign is printed beside each
objective the student has mastered and minus sign next to those
Objective he has not mastered.

The Class Diagnostic Matrix is a chart which summarizes test
results for the entire class by providing the percentage of
students who mastered each objective assessed by the test.

The Individual Studio Guide. The guide prescribes specific
classroom instruction for each student for those objectives
which he has not mastered. Used in conjunction with any of the
dozen textbook series to which the guide has been keyed, the
guide refers to pages in the text where these unmastered objec-
tives can be found.

The Class Grouping Report is a chart which groups seudents in
the class according to common deficiencies in mathematics
skills, and provides references to pages in textbooks which
teach these skills. The chart makes it easy for the teacher to
identify groups of students who require special instruction in
particular areas, and those who can profit from advanced ac-
tivities or enrichment materials.

The Master Reference Guide provides all the references to
pages in a particular textbook which teach each objective to be.
achieved on any single Ievei'of the PMI. It also includes a list of
all pages on which the objective is reviewed and mastery of it is
tested. The reference guide facilitates preparation of prescrip-
tions for individual students who find that the reference pages
listed in the individual study guide are not adequate for master-
ing the objective.

What specific objectives are involved?

The four levels of PMI encompass 351 instructional objectives in
traditional and contemporary mathematics which represent
those objectives most generally taught in schools today. The test
items sample various levels of 'difficulty in each of the content
areas represented.

How Much student time is devoted to the progra

PMI components are designed to complement s Bard
elementary mathematics programs. Thus, time/factors other
then the 2-3 hour testing period required for the criterion-
referenced tests cannot be determined.

What materials are provided- for the student?

Each student has practice exercises a test and answer booklet,
an individual diagnostic matrix chart, and an individual study,
guide.
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What materials are provided for the teacher?

The teacher is provided with an examiner's manual, a teacher s
guide, a guide to ancillary materials, a class diagnostic matrix
chart, and a master reference guide. 4

How open is the program to supplementary and teaCher-made
materials?

PMI can be used to complement such materials.

What student assessment materials are provided or
suggested? .

Test and answerbooklets are provided. Also, each student and
teacher is provided with an individual Diagnostic Matrix which
shows in visual form a profile of the student's mastery of
mathematical objectives.

Classroom Activities

How are the classes organized?

Classrooms should be organized to facilitate individual
progress, but group lessons niay be given in areas in whiCh the
majority of the class is weak.

How are materials used? 4.,

The tests and matrices are used to assess and chart student
progress toward mastering objectives. As objectives are
mastered, progreis'is marked on the individual diagnostic
matrices and on the class diagnostic matrix. Individual prescrip-
tions are prepared by the teacher.

The teacher Should use the guide to ancillary materials to set up
a mathematics interest center. The instruction manual provides
all information on administering tests and keeping records. The
master reference guide permits the teacher to make special
prescriptions over and above what the student can do for
himself with the individual study guide.

Are teacher aides used?

They are not necessary:

How is student progress assessed?

Student progress is assessed by teacher-made tests and mark-
ed on the individual and class matrices. Progress is defined as
mastery of a specific objective not previously mastered. Interim
evaluation tests are available from the publisher keyed to each

unlit of study. A new reporting service is available for the PMI.
This service comprises a-computer-printed report, called the
Objectives Mastery Record, which displays all the students
scores on all objectives for any, specified group of students,
such as a class. This report affords the teacher the best method
for up-dating her class's performance. As each student masters
netkobjectives, the minuses (nonmastery) are written over to
chafige them to pluses (mastery). For any selected time period
then, new percentages of mastery for each objective can be
easily computed by the teacher.

Implementation Requirements and Provisions

Are special facilities needed or suggested?

A mathematics interest center should be available in the
classroom, but no special facilities are needed.

'Is special equipment needed?

No special equipment is needed.

Is inservice training needed or suggested?

Teachers-should be trained to manage an individualized,
progress-oriented mathematics class prior to the institution of
this program, since the program is intended to facilitate in-
dividual diagnosis and prescription.

What provisions are made iorspecial training of teachers?

NOne

What provision is made for training of teacher aides?

No additional personnel is required. Nevertheless, auxiliary per-
sonnel can certainly be used to advantage.

What is the cost,of implementing the program?

The purchase of the booklets is currently under $20 per class,
per year. If interim evaluatidn tests are also used, the cost
becomes approximately $50 per class, per year.

Program Development and Status

How was the program developed?

The author analyzed mathematics textbooks which were Most
widely used in the United States in Grades 4 through 8 A list of
351 objectives was organized into smaller groups to assure
coherence among the objectives in each group Test items
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were prepared for each objective in the construction of the
criterion-referenced test. The unique answer grid was devised
to minimize the &factor of chance.

4.*

What is the status of the present program?

e program; is used in seven'school districts in New York State.
They are Babylon, Bronx, Northport, Port Washington, Setauket,
Union Springs, and Vestal. It is complete and useable.

Program Evaluatiori

How has the program been evaluated?

The%I reliability study was carried out during 1972-73 in two
school districts, one in northern and the other in southern
California. Phase I of this study involved the construction of a
multi-item criterion test for each PMI test item. Each criterion
test response distribution was classified in accordance with
hypothetical multi-item test response distributions and deter-
minations of the diffidulty range were made. The criterion tests
were then subjected to Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 to deter-
mine the reliability coefficients for internal consistency.

What are the indicated strengths, and weaknesses of the
program?

The Prescriptive Mathematics Inventory is a criterion-
refer&iced test.constructed in a hierarchial pattern, and con-
sisting of a set of specific objectives which, in their entirety,
measure the students mastery of a curriculum domain. Edch
specific objective is measured according to a single item that
demands a constructed response. A positive response indicates
that the student has mastered'the objective.

.*

-A false positive response,- involving guessing, is virtually
eliminated through the constructed response format. The
chance factor for most items is small, 1/100 or less in most
cases. A negative' response indicates that the student has not
mastered the objective. A false negative response is crystallized
by observing the student's- behavior in the hierarchy of objec-
tives.

The single item per objective design offers the freedom to test
numerous objectives without over-burdening the student.
Hence each objective is reduced to its most'specific level and, in
turn, brings to a maximum the potential that each item is
capable of accurately measuring the objective. Thus the specific -

tty of the objective defines the validity of the item, and the validity
of the entire test is reduced to that level.

4
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Of the 32 criterion tests developed, 34% yielded reliability
measurementsof .90 or above, 40% yielded .80 to .89, 16%,
yielded .70 to .79, 7% yielded .60 to .69, and 3%, or one criterion
test, yielded .59. Item foritem point biserial correlation coef-
ficients were computed for all items in each criterion test, thus
establishing a range .of expected single item correlations. A
point biserial correlation coefficient was then determined for
each PMI item and its corresponding criterion test. Fifty percent
of the PMI item correlations fell within the criterion test. Fifty per-
cent of the PMI item correlations fell within the criterion test cor-
relation range. The remaining 50% fell just below the range and
was attributed in part to the time period which separated the ad-
ministration of the tests.

Ph:1;4161, of the PMI reliability study took advantage of the
hi ial structure of thetest.A stepwise multiple regression
procedure using niterdependent PMI item subscores as predic-
tor variables to thia criterion test scores was employed. The
stepwise procedure was terminated when the next predictor to
be added would increment the multiple correlation coefficient by
less than .003. In every case, except one, the multiple correlation
coefficient is substantially higher than the point biserial correla-
tion coefficient for its corresponding PMI item, with 12% yielding
correlation coefficients of .80 to .89, 41% yeilding .70 to .79, 28%
yielding .60 to .69, and 16% yielding .50 to .59. The remaining
3% represents the single low-correlation whose value was .26. In
summary, these statistics show that ihe PMI single item seems-
to give a good indication of mastery or non-mastery of its
objective.

Several empirical investigations are currently being analysed
for the PM1. These include a study to determine the sensitivity
of each objective to instruction in the classroom. Another study
investigates the relationships of the objectives, one -to- another,
for the purpose of demonstrating hierarchies hypothesized by
educators to exist in the large set of mathematics objectives in-
cluded in this test. Further validity data has been collected. All
of these results are scheduled to be publisned in a technical
report September, 1975. -

Useful Information

Where can the program be obtained?

CTB/McGraw Hill
Del Monte Research Park
Monterey, California 93940
(408),373-2931

11
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What school districts in NeviLery_ae re familiar with the
program?

None were identified.
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